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nifty NEWS...
Droppings won’t
go to waste

San Francisco will begin picking
up droppings at a dog park for use
as a power source. The droppings
will be placed into a methane
digester, where bacteria feed on
feces to create methane gas, which
could be piped to a gas stove,
heater, turbine or anything else
powered by natural gas.

$750 million. It was previously
expected to open in 2008, and construction has already begun. Work on
an underground station in Jerusalem
will begin soon. The railway will have
stations in Modi’in and at Ben-Gurion
International Airport. A 2,400-meter
tunnel and a 1,200-meter bridge at
the entrance of Jerusalem needs to
be constructed. The current train
service between the two cities has
been running since last year, and was
previously shut down due to poor
track conditions and derailments.
The current railway trip takes an
hour and a half. The first line in
Jerusalem’s light-rail system will
begin running in 2008, and will hopefully ease traffic congestion and
reduce pollution.

Drug tea has
potent support

Israelis developing
alternatives to
Arab oil

An Israeli inventor and company
are trying to use garbage and leftover
olive pulp from olive-oil factories, to
replace oil in providing fuel and
electricity to the Jewish State.
Half a ton of oil equals the electricity
of 300 kilograms of gas, according to
inventor Dr. Sergei Rosenberg. "The
process is not toxic," he said. When he
was asked why Israel is not pursuing
the invention to wean the Jewish
State off of Arab-controlled oil,
Dr. Rosenberg said that the state
was afraid of implementing the
changeover due to concern of taking
away the monopoly of the oil tycoons.
Another company, Genova Ltd., also
working on alternatives to oil, has

signed an agreement with an olive
press in the Galilee to establish a small
facility to produce electricity from the
waste from olive pressing. The facility
is slated to produce an estimated 200
kilowatts of power, enough to provide
70 homes with power. It will also provide for the disposing of olive waste
formed during oil production, which
has until now posed an environmental
hazard. Genova’s method heats the
waste to temperatures above 1100
degrees, transforming it into a
flammable gas. Burning that gas is
environmentally-friendly, releases no
greenhouse gases and causes no
damage to the earth’s ozone layer. The
gas operates an electricity-generating
turbine. The company hopes to
market the product, which will be
small enough to fit on a countertop, to
other olive-oil producing countries
such as Spain and Italy. AW

Israeli high-speed
railway expected
by 2010

A high-speed railway linking
Jerusalem and Tel Aviv is expected
to begin running in 2010. The new
railway would cut travel time to only
28 minutes, and is expected to cost

WASHINGTON–A branch of a South
American religious sect may use hallucinogenic tea as part of a ritual
intended to connect with God, a
unanimous Supreme Court ruled
recently. In its first religious freedom
decision under Chief Justice John
Roberts, the court said the government cannot hinder religious practices without proof of a “compelling”
need to do so. The tea, which contains an illegal drug known as DMT, is
considered sacred to members of the
sect, and they believe they can understand God only by drinking the tea.
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Loony toons in our community

EDITORIAL

by Dave Gordon

Here’s a new twist on the
Mohammed cartoons controversy.
When they got wind of our upcoming issue, some Jews in our community threatened this paper with legal
action, to prevent Afterword from
printing the infamous cartoons.
They threatened people who support Afterword, and they threatened
people who were written about in
Afterword.
They had the chutzpah to call the editorial board liars when we announced
that our intention in printing the cartoons was strictly to inform, to encourage dialogue, and to bring contextual
discussion to the community.
The replies from leaders in our
community showed that their automatic impulse was toward litigation,
community face-saving measures,
and toward appeasing angry Muslims,
rather than compromises, persuasive
arguments, or diplomatic discourse.
Ad hominem attacks were tossed
around: They accused us of not
being rational, cool-headed, nor
sensitive. They purported to know
what was best for Jewish students
more than Jewish students. They
said we were being opportunistic
and unnecessarily provocative.
What were they afraid of? Frivolous
law suits; angry rioters?
Despite the news coverage of the
rioting, most media in North
America have refused to reprint the
perceived catalyst for the outrage.
Newspapers had the cajones to
print Abu Ghraib photos – like the
New York Times, for thirty days in a
row – but somehow feared backlash
when it came to ‘Muslim sensibilities’
regarding the cartoons. Newspapers

did not run the cartoons; they chose
instead to run scared.
Most people have not seen the
cartoons, nor know where to find
them. We have provided URLs.
People want to know: What are the
riots all about anyway?
In Canada, just three publications,
the Western Standard, Calgary's
Jewish Free Press and a student
paper in Prince Edward Island,
reprinted the cartoons. In the
United States, there were a handful,
including the Philadelphia Inquirer,
New York Sun and Daily Illini, whose
editor was fired as a result.
The publisher of the Western
Standard said he believes reprinting
the cartoons is essential to properly
telling that news story. “We're not running them out of agreement,” he said.
“We're running them as a central fact of
the story: Muslim riots and reaction.
We published them as a symbol of freedom of the press, in defiance of those
around the world who would censor
us through threats of violence.”
The editor of the Jyllands-Posten
stated that the same artist who
drew Mohammed with a bomb in
his turban, also published a cartoon with Jesus on the cross with
dollar signs in his eyes, and a cartoon of a Star of David attached to a
bomb fuse. Oddly, no riots or
embassy torchings occurred as a
result of those cartoons.
In contrast, virulently anti-Semitic
cartoons are rampant in the Arab
and European press, mimicking Der
Stermer, the Nazi propaganda newspaper. I would think it prudent for
newspapers to reprint them if Jews
were rioting about it.
Mohammed has been depicted
before, even parodied: The prophet is

Afterword salutes the courageous journalists at Jyllands-Posten
and elsewhere. Last year we printed a two-page spread on travelling to Denmark. We still encourage you to buy Danish and
travel to Denmark, as many enemies of freedom are boycotting
them. The photo of the rock on this page is a monument to the
Danish people, located in the centre of Copenhagen’s Israelplatz
park, given by Israel as a token of the Jews’ appreciation for the
courage of Denmark’s people during the Shoah.
Asking me whether I regret publishing the cartoons is like
asking a rape victim if she regrets wearing a short skirt
Friday night at the discotheque.
Flemming Rose, Jyllands-Posten's Culture Editor

portrayed as a relief in the Supreme
Court building in Washington, D.C.,
and TV’s animated series South Park
in 2001 satirized Mohammed in the
episode Super Best Friends.
Only Muslims are forbidden to
depict him – so why do the rest of
us have to live by Muslim rules? It
would be as if Jews rioted when
non-Jews ate pork.
There’s slavery, racism, antiSemitism, terrorism and intolerance in the Arab world, and they’re
rioting about cartoons?
Did the Buddhists riot when the
Taliban destroyed their ancient statue six years ago, in Afghanistan? Did
Jews riot when Ilan Halimi, a young
Parisian Jew, was recently tortured
and murdered?
What of the New York museum
pieces Piss Christ, – a crucifix in
urine - and another ‘art’ piece of the
Virgin Mary in elephant dung, both
of which were shown in newspapers. I’m sure that offended a swath
of Christians. Any Christians riot?
When Israel began construction on
Har Homa in 1996 – legally – Palestinian
Arabs rioted. When a 16-inch doorway
was re-opened at the Western Wall tunnel in 1996 – which had been there initially 3,000 years ago – there was rioting. The doorway, which was simply
meant to ease tunnel-tour traffic, was
300 metres from the Wall itself, and led
the tourists straight into the Arab shuq,
where people could spend their hardearned sheqels on Arab wares.
When Jews were historically
wronged we marched, wrote letters,
and protested. We succeeded in
freeing Syrian Jews, Soviet Jews and
Ethiopian Jews. We never harmed a
soul. Those who refuse dialogue
and rely instead upon acting reck-

Strange it is, that men should admit the validity of the arguments for free discussion, but object to their being ‘pushed to
an extreme’; not seeing that unless the reasons are good for
an extreme case, they are not good for any case.
John Stuart Mill, On Liberty.

{

I’ve concluded that
some Jews these
days are cowards.
Lucky for us, the
Danes in the
1940s weren’t.

{

lessly on their anger remain intellectually children; adults act on reason,
children act on their feelings. Adults
talk about their problems; children
have temper tantrums and riots.
Things in the newspaper everyday offend me. Freedom of expression means saying things and printing things we don’t like or agree
with. We take it like adults.
And so to prove a point, for the
benefit of those who wish to see pictures or artists’ rendition of the
Judeo/Christian
God
instead,
Afterword presents three versions.
The first one is Alanis (from the film
Dogma), the second is George Burns
(from the film series Oh, God), and
The Lord as painted by Leonardo da
Vinci at the Sistine Chapel.
It is important to gather facts,
debate and discuss freely and make
your own conclusions. Moral clarity
always comes from dialogue.
Avoidance and ignorance of an issue
is tantamount to laziness and fear of
the effort involved in critical thought.
Jews in my own community
threatened me to not print the infamous Mohammed cartoons. In the
end, the newsworthiness has
waned. We decided we had more
important stories to tell.
I’ve concluded that some Jews
these days are cowards. Lucky for us,
the Danes in the 1940s weren’t. AW

If you haven’t already seen the infamous
Mohammed cartoons, please see these links:
www.face-of-muhammed.blogspot.com
www.muhammadcartoons.com
www.zombietime.com
www.tomgrossmedia.com

PLEASE BUY DANISH.
END THE BOYCOT.
www.buydanish.home.comcast.net
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http://cagle.msnbc.com
www.frontpagemag.com
www.michellemalkin.com
www.pmw.org.il

“

“

The Palestinian Authority becomes

HAMASISTAN
by Dr. Mark Eltis,
Senior Political
Analyst

Most apologists for the newlyelected Palestinian terrorist group
claim that suicide bombings are the
only means by which the Palestinians
can fight back. This is grossly inaccurate. Israel has already entered negotiations with the Palestinians who
agreed to give up all armed resistance
in exchange for recognition and peace
talks. Unlike in the naïve world of
Steven Spielberg's "Munich," the top
priority of Palestinian terrorists is not
the establishment of a homeland, but
the destruction of the Jewish State.
While Spielberg is incredibly successful at blurring the difference between
terrorists and IDF military operations,
the distinction could not be more
clear. The IDF attacks terrorist and military targets while trying to prevent
civilian deaths. Hamas, on the other
hand, preferentially targets civilians
and tries to maximize their deaths
without having any military goal.
Hamas openly calls for the destruction of the Jewish State in its entirety.
It
shares
Iran's
President
Ahmadnejad's wish that Israel should
be wiped of the map. More importantly,
Hamas is not only a terrorist group but
a racist organization which believes in
genocide much like the Nazi party.
Its covenant is clear. The conflict is
not only with Israel, but with Jews -and Jihad is the only answer.
They accuse Jews of being monkeys, pigs and a litany of demonic
bloodsucking monsters.
Contrary to what was largely
assumed by the western media, Hamas
is not an extremist group that lies in the
periphery of the Palestinian political
spectrum. While its policies are fanatical, the party enjoys the support of the
average Palestinian. The Islamic resistance movement, its ideology and tactics
enjoy massive support in Palestinian
society and the Islamic world.

This was highlighted by polls
that show the majority of the
Palestinian population supports
suicide bombings, confirmed by
the election results.
Unfortunately, Bush's vision of a
democratic Middle East is well meaning, but ill-conceived.
Democracy is not just about voting.
It’s about sharing certain values and
responsibilities. Given the power to
vote, most Arab countries would elect
Islamic radicals who support terrorism and the destruction of Israel.
Some will argue that Hamas’s
ascension to power was due to the
corruption and uselessness of the
ruling Fatah party. That cannot
excuse voting for a party that is anti
Semitic, advocates genocide, and
using children as human bombs.
Would you have voted for the
Heritage Front in Canada to punish the
Liberals for the sponsorship scandal?
Others will say that the west is
being hypocritical by preaching
democracy, but shunning Hamas.
That is incorrect. No one is contesting Hamas's resounding victory in the
election. However, the west is under no
obligation to give money to a racist,
terrorist organization even if the majority of Palestinians share those views.
The Europeans however will quickly regress to their morally bankrupt
policy, and open up dialogue with the
terrorist regime. Let’s not forget that
our Old- World ‘friends’ recognized
the PLO while it was still advocating
the destruction of Israel.
While many regard a Hamas victory as
a nightmare scenario for Israel, it may
not necessarily be so. Under Fatah's
rule, Hamas could operate freely under
the cloak of a legitimate government
which claimed it cannot control the terrorists. Now that it has been elected,
Hamas will have to act more responsibly, or face international isolation.
Israel will also be under no pressure from the U.S. to negotiate with
a terrorist state. The election has
shown the world that the
Palestinian reaction to Israel's
peaceful Gaza withdrawal was a
landslide vote for terror. AW
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AFTERWORD alum now writes Israeli PM’s speeches
oretically more time here. The PM
does not give emergency or sudden
speeches in English. Having said
that, though, due to the improvisational nature of Israeli government I
am often told about a speech just a
few days before it is due, when I
could have been informed about it a
month beforehand.

Ariel Sharon

Ehud Olmert

by Afterword Staff

Gregory Levey, formerly Ariel
Sharon’s speechwriter and now
penning speeches for Ehud Olmert,
tells us how he got his job working
for the Israeli Prime Minister.
Levey, 27, has an eclectic resume –
unquestionably fascinating, and inarguably a stark contrast to his
Toronto origins. He began his postsecondary education with a BA in
English Language and Literature,
from the University of Toronto. While
at UofT, he wrote several articles for
Afterword,
including
one
on
Judaism’s take on assisted suicide.
He earned a degree in law from
Fordham University in New York; he
studied Chinese Law at Beijing’s China
University of Politics and Law, and has
an MA in “Humanities and Social
Thought”, from New York University.
Levey expects soon to finish his
Ph.D. in Mediterranean Studies, via
King’s College, UK -- his doctoral dissertation is on historical Saudi
Arabian efforts to use print, and
other forms of communication, to
influence attitudes in the United
States towards the Middle East.
Levey’s official position in Israel since
August 2005 is “Speechwriter and
Foreign Communications Coordinator.”
Prior to that he served for a year as a
speechwriter for the Permanent
Mission of Israel to the United Nations.
(For security reasons, we could not
publish his photo.)
1. How did you land the current job,
from the job at the UN in New York?
In May of last year, the Prime
Minister and his entourage arrived
in New York for a very quick visit.
He gave a speech to a gathering of
Jewish leaders, and his aides contacted me (as Israel's speechwriter

at the UN) to give a bit of advice on
the speech. I guess they liked my
input, because just a few days later,
they contacted me again to offer me
this position.
The only catch was that I had to be
in Israel within about six weeks to
start undergoing the procedures
needed to get higher security clearance, so I had to make the decision to
move my whole life to Israel (including a somewhat reluctant girlfriend,
who is now an only slightly less reluctant fiancee) within a very short time.
2. What is the average age of the PMs
speechwriters? (are you the youngest
ever?) How many are there?
The exact origin of the PM's
Hebrew speeches is a bit hazy, even
to me. I am the only English speechwriter in the office (there aren't that
many English speeches!), but there is
also an "English Department" that
helps craft and edit speeches and
statements. I think my immediate
predecessor in this position was one
year older than me, but the one
before him was about ten years older
than I am, and is now running for the
Knesset on the Likud list.
3. What was the toughest speech you
ever had to write?
The toughest speeches that I've
written for the PM were ones delivered to Jewish groups, which involved
Israel's disengagement from the Gaza
Strip and parts of the West Bank. It
has, of course, been a very touchy
topic, and in one of the speeches the
PM gave on this issue, he was repeatedly heckled by audience members
who had to be removed from the
room by security guards.
When I was Israel's speechwriter at
the UN, however, the speeches were
even more difficult. First of all, they
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were far more complex and longer,
and included elements of international law and the convoluted language
of diplomacy. They often needed to
be written on very short notice sometimes late at night or on the
weekend - if there had been a terrorist attack or other event. Finally, the
UN, as many people know, does not
provide the most sympathetic ear to
Israel. Those were often pretty hard
speeches to write.
4. Do you write for English speaking
audiences only?
I don't write for Hebrew-speaking audiences. All my speeches are in English,
but the Prime Minister addresses many
different groups using English. For
example, at the Birthright Israel 'MegaEvents,' there are people from France,
Russia, South America, and elsewhere,
and he speaks to them in English.
5. How many speeches have you written since you began? How long are
they, usually?
Between speeches he delivers in
person, ones he delivers by video
feed, and statements delivered in his
name, I've only written about six since
I arrived this past summer; he doesn't
give many English speeches, and I
spend the rest of my time as a member of his "foreign media" team. As for
length, I've written speeches for him
that are about three minutes long, and
others that are over ten minutes.
6. How many people end up editing the
PM's speeches once they're written?
They go through between two to
four people.
7. How much time do you usually have
to write a speech?
Unlike at the UN, where things happened at lightning speed, there is the-

8. What career path were you pursuing
before you landed your first speechwriting job? Do you ever want to get
back to that?
I was in law school, which I managed to finish at night while working at the UN Mission, but I never
plan to go into law at all - I can't
stand it. I was hoping to pursue a
career in other kinds of writing
(journalism and fiction), though,
and I think that if I do eventually
leave Israeli government, I would
still like to do that.
9. Did you ever get flak for something
you wrote, either from the PM or the
public? Why?
If a speech is not taken well by
the public, the speechwriter does
not get flak. The person who gave
the speech does. This is one of the
privileges of being a speechwriter.
The downside to this, though, is
that a speechwriter also never gets
credit for the speeches that do go
over well.
I have, however, taken flak from
high-ranking government officials
regarding things that I've written.
This is mostly due to not being fully
cognizant of intricate political considerations. Whereas I think I had a
pretty good grasp of international
politics when I was at the UN, internal Israeli politics and the politics of
foreign Jewish groups seem far more
complex and trap-laden.
10. What advice would you give people who wanted to pursue speechwriting for a public figure?
From my experience, the main
thing to rely on is pure, dumb luck.
I'm not entirely sure how I ended up
here, to be honest, and still can't fully
believe it sometimes. Having said
that, it was a combination of writing
that I had done (mostly theatre and
fiction), combined with my legal
training, that got me my first speechwriting job. AW

MidEast WATCHDOG describes media’s dilemmas

by Dave Gordon

“We don’t get full, fair and accurate coverage of the world here in
Canada,” says Dov Smith, director of
HonestReporting Canada, an organization that monitors Canadian news
media for their coverage of Israel and
the Middle East.
His lecture called “Canadian Media
and Radical-Islam” at the University
of Toronto covered how Canada’s
media portrays the conflicts involving Islamic extremists. The talk was
part of Know Radical Islam Week,
which took place last week, planned
by Toronto’s Betar/Tagar, and the
Simon Weisenthal Centre.
While not excusing the media from
its responsibility to report accurately
on Middle East issues, Smith
described how overwhelming it
could be at times for editors and
reporters, and how those pressures
reflect back on readers.
“The media doesn’t have it easy
when it comes to covering controversial issues,” he explains, adding that
he feels newspaper editors generally
endeavour to print a factual portrayal of what’s happening in the world,
as well as a mix of thought-provoking
commentary from all sides of the
political spectrum. But the added
pressure comes from having to produce a paper every day, under the
demand of daily deadlines, and fastchanging world events.
“And now imagine that every major
interest-group is watching every
word you produce in order to make
sure you don’t say anything that
clashes with their perceived interests. This is tough work,” he says.
“Especially since 9/11, both around
the world and here in Canada,
reporters and editors have been
struggling to find a way to talk about
radical Islam, without offending or
alienating mainstream Muslims.”
A recurring contentious issue is how
to deal with a single word: terrorist.

CBC, for example, has issued a policy statement to CBC editorial staff
saying that the word “terrorist” is not
to be used. Nevertheless, he says
that in HonestReporting’s daily
media scan, they regularly find examples of CBC reporters using the
dreaded T-word. “Ironically, when we
point this out to CBC editors, they
alter their own content by removing
the T-word wherever possible.”
Shortly after 9/11 Smith noticed a
headline by the Reuters news agency
that referred to the 9/11 hijackers as
“terrorists”. “It struck me as somewhat odd.”
After contacting the Reuters
reporter, Smith asked why the word
terrorist was put in quotes. The
reporter’s response? Smith was told
that one’s man’s terrorist is another
man’s freedom fighter, and that using
the word terrorist is offensive to
some Arab countries.
“The media,” he says, “must
become more assertive in presenting
the truth and using accurate language, however much it offends
some. Above all, this requires
courage in the face of intimidation
and potential violence.”
But not all newsmedia are the
same. CanWest newspapers, however, take wire reports and replaces
‘militant’ with ‘terrorist’ “when it is
accurate to do so.”
According to Smith, Reuters’s global
managing editor, David Schlesinger,
has expressed his objections to
CanWest’s insertion of the loaded Tword. Schlesinger had stated that he
would be concerned that people in
the Mideast might think that the
reporter had changed Reuter’s
standards, and he believed the
changed wording might have serious
consequences.
Smith says that this is one small
example of, “how the enemies of free
speech and freedom of the press
have succeeded in imposing their
ideas on others, even if only by caus-

Last month, the Canadian Jewish Law
Students Association had their 19th
annual national convention in Ottawa,
under the theme "Tikkun Olam: creating a better world." Each year, the
CJLSA holds their convention to give

Jewish students the opportunity to
attend informative lectures, participate
in group discussions with practicing
legal professionals, and to meet other
students from law schools all across
the country and address the legal

{

“Especially since
9/11, both around the
world and here in
Canada, reporters
and editors have
been struggling to
find a way to talk
about radical Islam,
without offending
or alienating
mainstream
Muslims.”

{

Dov Smith, Director of HonestReporting
Canada.

ing news organizations like Reuters
to self-censor in response to the
threat of violence.”
Smith says he has, “no doubt that
this intimidation influences the choices
they make when deciding what to show
and what not to show their audience.”
In the Israeli/Jewish context, he
pointed out that when extremist
Israelis have on rare occasions committed atrocities against Arabs,
Israelis and Jews branded these people as terrorists, condemned their
actions and marginalized them. “This
was true of Canadian Jewish organizations and newspapers. In contrast,
some of the organizations that claim
to represent Muslims have taken the
opposite approach.”
This is where he says he feels that
the current controversy about the
cartoon images of Mohammed is so
clarifying. “[Violence is] perpetrated
mainly by people who have not even
seen those cartoons, and speaks volumes about this effort by the intolerant to intimidate the tolerant.” Even
mainstream Muslims have joined

these forces passively or actively,
whether through boycotts or acquiescence, and he urges them instead to
speak out bravely against violent acts.
“The mainstream Muslim world
must become more assertive in presenting the truth about itself and
where it stands on key issues.
Because at the moment, the loudest
voices emerging from the Muslim
world are the voices of radical
Islamists, and many people who genuinely want to engage the moderate
Muslim world are not entirely sure
that there is one.”
But Smith wasn’t preaching to the
choir at his lecture, finding moderates ready for dialogue in attendance. Muslims in the audience listened intently, expressing interest in
bridge building, though were still reticent to call the ideology of Islamic
extremists “radical Islam.” His talk
was responded to favorably.
“I was especially impressed,” Smith
says, “with the positive dialogue that
took place this evening between Jewish
and Muslim audience members. Maybe
it is just the beginning.” AW

issues that most affect the Jewish community of Canada. This year's keynote
speakers included such distinguished
people as Alan Baker, Israeli ambassador to Canada; Irwin Cotler, Minister of
Justice and Attorney General of

Canada; and Daniel Pipes, director of
Middle East Forum and noted journalist
and columnist; among many others. AW

CJLS holds national convention

For more info on the CJLSA, you can
visit their website at www.cjlsa.ca.
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The problem isn't ‘PALESTINE’,
it’s TERRORISM!

{

by Joseph Yudin

Every time a European or
American leader declares that the
problem in Israel and the Palestinian
territories needs to be resolved
peacefully with negotiations according to the "Road Map", they are doing
a disservice to both the Palestinian
and Israeli people.
The fact is there is only one solution to the bloodshed here in the
Middle East, and it has nothing to do
with settlements, road maps, occupation or fences. The only problem that
needs to be addressed here is terror.
Once terror ends there will be no reason for occupation.
There will be no reason for building
fences. There will be no reason for a separation of populations in Israel or the territories. Once terror ends, and all people
in Israel and the territories return to civilization, peace will be a cakewalk.
By highlighting the false point that
an "evenhanded" solution needs to
be imposed upon us with pressure by
the United States or Europe, the
tyrants, thugs, terrorists and dictators are given their scapegoat, and
an excuse to hold onto power and
oppress their own people further.
If Palestinians took to the streets
peacefully without violence, they
would soon be met in the streets by
hundreds of thousands of Israelis,
and Jews from the Diaspora, ready to
take up their cause. The vast majority of Israelis want peace even if it
means giving up the majority of land
over the Green Line.
For the sake of argument, let’s call
"peace" an end to all hostilities
amongst our populations. Israeli
forces can withdraw out of 99% of the
Palestinian
population
centers
tomorrow, as it had done under the
Oslo Accords. The Palestinians however must end terror by disarming
the various terrorist groups.
One must remember that terror did
not begin in this century. Terror has
been used against the Jews for millennia. We used to call terrorism pogroms.
Between 1929 and 1949, Arab mobs

"One must
remember that
terror did not begin
in this century.
Terror has been
used against the
Jews for millennia.
We used to
call terrorism
pogroms."

{

murdered thousands of Jews in their
homes and the streets of their villages where their families had been
living, in some cases for millennia.
Many more thousands were driven
away. The West Bank was in fact ethnically cleansed of Jews all together,
the eastern neighborhoods of
Jerusalem included.
The terror did not stop with the
artificial boundary called the Green
Line, delineated between Israeli and
Jordanian-Egyptian forces. It was a
cease-fire line, not a border.
Palestinian groups, called at the time
Fedayeen, were organized, armed
and trained by Egypt, Iraq and
Jordan with backing from every
other Arab state to infiltrate Israel
and kill any Jew.
After 19 years with over 3,000 terrorist attacks costing hundreds of
Jewish civilian lives, constant
artillery attacks and a massing of
Arab armies along the Green Line,
Israel finally hit back. The result was
the capture of the West Bank, Gaza,
Sinai and the Golan, but it also ended
a high rate of terrorism inside Israel
and the conquered territories.
The terrorists fled to Jordan where
King Hussein kicked them out. They
then fled to Lebanon, and then Tunisia.
For a period of time terror in Israel
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declined, although international terrorism grew. As the Palestinians
found it hard to attack Israelis under
occupation, they found it easier to
attack Israeli and western targets
abroad. And that is exactly what they
did, bringing their cause to the center of the world stage and gaining
support from scared Europeans, radical socialists and the Soviets. Terror
was working. Yasser Arafat, who
called for nothing but the destruction of the state of Israel in the 70s
and 80s, gallivanted around Europe,
dining with its leaders and gained a
seat at the UN with "special status."
But the Americans were having
none of it. President Ronald Reagan
got tough with the terrorists bombing Libya and severing ties with Iran.
President Bush (41) launched the
first Gulf War that continued
Reagan's tough policy in the Middle
East. The Arab-Israeli conflict, as it
was called then, was no longer in the
world's spotlight. The Intifada was
petering out. Terrorism against Israel
was at an all time low.
One million Russian Jews were making Aliyah and settlements were
expanding. As a result, Arafat changed
his tune from his headquarters in far
away Tunis and played his last card. He
"accepted" Israel's right to exist (not as

a Jewish state however) and called for
negotiations after the Gulf War.
The Oslo Accords brought Arafat
back. The PLO moved from exile in far
off Tunisia and into the West Back and
Gaza. Terror was supposed to stop
under Arafat's thumb, but it
increased. Every year Israel withdrew
from more territory, and every year
the terrorists became bolder. As Israel
retreated, more Israelis were murdered, and Arafat cried foul and pressure was put on Israel to withdraw
even further. In the aftermath of 9/11
and as the second "Intifada" raged and
Jews were slaughtered at a ridiculous
rate, even more pressure was put on
Israel to withdraw. Terror works.
How do we end terror? The answer
is simple. No negotiation with terrorists. No agreements with terrorists.
No talking with terrorists. No retreating from terrorists. We need to fight
evil, not negotiate with it. When the
Palestinian people have had enough
of being led by the nose by the devil,
then they will revolt and choose leaders who will stop the terror, and
make peace with Israel the next day.
They will find that the door is wide
open to them, and we can settle this
dispute peacefully once and for all. AW
Joseph Yudin has been living in Israel
for 13 years, is a sergeant in the IDF
paratrooper reserves, and is a licensed
tour guide. He can be reached by email at joe_yudin@hotmail.com.

Out of touch with MidEast REALITIES
{

by Adam Hummel

As an active member of a Jewish
organization on campus this year, I
have been given an immense amount
of insight into the conflict waging in
the Diaspora between those activists
who are Pro-Israel, and those who call
themselves pro-Palestinians.
After learning about the cease-fire
agreement made between Abbas and
Sharon at the beginning of February
2005 in Sharm el-Sheikh, new light is
shed on the conflict waging overseas,
and here at home.
The clash is different, and the main
problem, is that the mindset of those
activists representing the Palestinians
on campus is different to the mindset of
the Palestinians living in the territories.
Pro-Palestinians on campus do not
condone the existence of the State
of Israel, whereas their counterparts
in the Middle East have come to
accept that Israel is a recognized
state that is not going anywhere.
The microcosm on campus does not
fit into the macrocosm of what is
really happening. Of course it is
impossible to say, as a student, and
someone living in the Diaspora,
what is really going on, and what
both sides are thinking. However,
from what is being shown in the
media and told by those who see it,
the two scenarios do not match up.
Dialogue is becoming more difficult on campus. Information is
increasingly viewed as propaganda,
and it is disheartening to see the
group, who claims they stand for
Solidarity for Palestinian Human
Rights, does nothing of the sort.
They have rather made it their mission to point out all of Israel's faults,
using terms like 'apartheid', and
'occupation is terrorism' to describe
the situation unfolding there.
This type of group cannot be classified as 'pro-Palestinian', but should
rather be 'anti-Israel', as it does little
on campus to promote the Palestinian
people, culture or statehood.
I would be curious to see how
many Arab-Israelis see Israel as
an Apartheid state. I can also not
help but wonder how many of
these people, advocating such
atrocities, have been to the place
they are describing, and have personally spoken to the people they
are representing.

The mindset of those
activists representing
the Palestinians on
campus is different
to the mindset of the
Palestinians living in
the territories.

{

Although the situation in the territories is not pleasant, it must be
understood that the Palestinian
Authority is clearly taking some
responsibility for the conditions
there. They cannot be unhappy
that Israel has chosen to withdraw
from Gaza, or stop the targeted
assassinations, and this sentiment
has clearly been shown in the
recent media.
There is a lack of willingness on
the part of the pro-Palestinian
activists on campus to accept that
not all the hardships in the territories are because of Israel. On campus, Israel is blamed for everything
that happens in the territories, and
even blamed for some things that
happen out of Israel, far away from
the conflict.
Not all of the Jewish groups on
campus are quiet and simply sit
back in shock when something antiIsrael is unfolding on campus. There
are more extreme groups that may
not represent the 'silent majority' on
campus, but this is to be expected
from both sides. It is also important
to remember that there are many
people that these groups are not
representing.
It is also safe to assume that there
are many Palestinians who do
despise Israel, and could think of
nothing better than for the 'Zionist
entity' to indeed be pushed into the
sea. But I do not think that they all
believe this, and it is becoming more
evident that the official Palestinian
stance is no longer this either.
What does need to be achieved is
to have an organization that stands
for Palestinians in their Diaspora. An
organization that can say, "We stand
for Palestinians." An organization
that upholds the same beliefs that
their government, now semi-democratic, jointly acknowledges the right
of self-determination for both Jews

and Palestinians alike.
The State of Israel has worked
very hard in the last five decades
years to achieve the status it holds
today. Soon, I can only hope that
the soon-to-be-created State of

Palestine will be represented properly on campus, that dialogue can
resume, and that the conflict can be
quelled in the same way that the
leaders of the Middle East have set
out to complete. AW
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Moderate Muslim speaks out against terrorism and hatred
by Dave Gordon

Nonie Darwish remembers what it
was like growing up hearing Jews
referred to as dogs. She also recalls
being told: “Don’t take candy from
Jews. It could be poison.”
In a lecture called “My story Growing up in a Jihadist Culture”
Darwish last week gave firsthand
insight to the state of hatred, terror
and paranoia of the Arab world. It
was the second lecture of ten from
Know Radical Islam Week, which took
place at the University of Toronto.
Darwish explained that young
Muslims are being taught the vilest
forms of hatred. Textbooks in the
Palestinian Authority openly encourage anti-Semitism, and more than 300
schools are named after terrorists,
according to Darwish. “We must take
our children away from the destiny of
destruction,” she said. “It’s not the
fault of the West. It’s because of us
[Muslims]. Muslim mothers are silent.”
Darwish, also a mother of three,
was born and raised as a Muslim in
Cairo and the Gaza Strip, and immigrated to the US in 1978. She explains
that the radical Islamic way is to
“love death like our enemies love
life,” and they will not “settle differences, compromise.”
The culmination of this cradle-tograve indoctrination, she cites as
example, is the election of Hamas in
the Palestinian Authority. “Osama bin
Laden would win elections in Saudi
Arabia if there were elections there.”

COMICS

(LEFT

TO

RIGHT):

Joshua Rosenblum, Will Musgrave, Sara Rodier, Nonie

Darwish, Rebecca Wasserman, Arielle Rabinovitch, Jonathan Jaffit. Photo
courtesy Betar/Tagar.

The terrorist attacks of 9/11 were a
major turning point for her, when she
began writing against terrorism and the
culture that produced it. In 2004, she
founded www.ArabsforIsrael.com, a
website of moderate Muslim dialogue.
She worked as an editor and translator
and is now a freelance writer.
She said that the Danish cartoon
fiasco – and the response to it - was
no surprise. Muslims implored the
world after 9/11 to not judge Islam by
the acts of 19 terrorists, she said,
“But how come they judge the whole
West by one cartoon?”
The hatred is so strong that radical
Muslims want to kill non-Muslims she
said. “There are powerful forces in
our culture working against peace.”
Muslim clerics are free to preach
violence and terror. “Instead of being
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a source of comfort and wisdom,
they have been a source of hate,
rape, anger and paranoia. Terrorism
does not happen by accident. It is a
direct result of the worship of jihad.”
Islamic terrorism occurred before
the Six-Day War in 1967, and before
any occupation, she explains. “We
must be honest with ourselves and
end the blame game. Israel is the
scapegoat. Arab leaders point fingers
instead of building hospitals, roads,
jobs…” With 22 countries, Muslims
“don’t have a shortage of land,” but
instead, “have a shortage of freedom.”
Conversely, she says that, “Every
day I am grateful for the goodwill of
Israel.” Her brother was saved in
Hadassah Hospital in Jerusalem. “I
can support Israel and still support
the Arab world.”

The catalyst for the conference,
according to one of its organizers,
Jonathan Jaffit, was the growing problem of Islamic extremism.
“We want to expose oppression,
persecution, and the trampling of
women’s rights. Ignoring radical
Islam isn’t the way to make it go
away,” said Jaffit, 21, a University of
Toronto student, studying biology
and Jewish history. Moral clarity, he
says, only develops from open dialog, and the right method to face conflict is to embrace it.
The weeklong conference was
planned by Toronto’s Betar/Tagar, of
which Jaffit is a member, and the
Simon Weisenthal Centre.
His organization also worked with
Muslim groups, to foster understanding
in the community and build bridges.
Lauding Ms. Darwish’s moderate
Muslim message, one attendee noted
that voices like hers are infrequently
heard. “Her bravery is inspiring for
those of us who see the immediate
need to stand up in the face of violence and intolerance perpetrated in
the name of Islam,” said Miriam
Milstein, a third year PoliSci/History
student at University of Toronto.
Darwish’s session went without
incident save a questioner during
Q&A, who shouted at, and cut off the
speaker several times. “This is the
ignorance that is endemic in radical
Islam,” said Jaffit. “We don’t shy away
from tough issues. We are quite proud
to stand up for human rights, which
we hold dear to ourselves.” AW

‘ THE INEVITABLE ’

Counter-terrorism expert warns of
by Dave Gordon

David Harris’s voice was calm and
composed; his message was terse
and urgent. “Islamic extremists are
our number one threat.”
Harris, an investigator in national
security matters, is Director of the
International and Terrorist Intelligence
Program, INSIGNIS Strategic Research
Inc.
His lecture, called “Terrorism at Our
Doorstep,” was part of the Know
Radical Islam Week conference, held at
the University of Toronto recently, run
by the Toronto chapter of Betar/Tagar
and the Simon Weisenthal Centre.
“Three thousand people were
killed in one day,” he said, referring
to the terrorist attacks of September
11th, 2001. “Do you think if Islamic
terrorists had the means, the casualties wouldn’t be 70,000?”
Future Islamists’ targets, he predicts will “not be buildings of people,
but cities of people… Soon enough
they will have nuclear bombs.” These
radical Muslims have, “been long at
war with the democratic world,” and
thrive on their “seething irrational
medieval hostilities.”
None of this is new to Harris, who
is a former Chief of Strategic Planning
of the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service (CSIS). His analyses have

received international media attention. As a commentator on terrorism
and national security, Harris has
appeared on numerous television
programs such as, “America's Most
Wanted”, “60 Minutes”, “NBC
Dateline,” “The CBS News with Dan
Rather” and “Wolf Blitzer Reports”.
He has been quoted in the New York
Times, The Washington Post, and
international news services.
Harris warned that Canadian immigration policies could be at times too
lax, and our homeland security too
careless, at this critical time, when
terrorist cells have the chance to
operate
within
our
borders.
“Militants operate in Canada, freely
under our charter of rights,” he says.
Over twenty-nine thousand immigrants are welcome into Canada annually, according to Harris. “We bring in
twice the refugees as the U.S.” Radical
Islamic new Canadians, he says, seek
to undermine the liberal freedoms we
hold dear, they endeavour to threaten
the free press, and “prefer ghettoizing
to avoid interaction with those who
differ from them.”
One of the many ways terrorists
are manipulative and clandestine in
our own country is by using our system against us. Islamic extremists,
“seek credibility by building intimate
relations with journalists, lawyers,

One of the many ways terrorists
are manipulative and clandestine in
our own country is by using our system
against us. Islamic extremists, “seek
credibility by building intimate
relations with journalists, lawyers,
academics, and politicians,”
D. Harris ~ former Chief of Strategic Planning, CSIS

{

{

academics, and politicians,” Harris
said. Consequently, people have
been charmed, wooed and, “many
have blundered into relationships
with problem groups.”
In one example he cites, the media
has in some instances been complicit in skirting the airing of hot-button
topics, out of fear: “Journalists are
requested not to ask [their Islamic
interviewees] if their views have
changed now that Hamas is in charge
[of the Palestinian Authority].”
His suggestion for people to obviate
such situations is to trust gut feelings
and be sharp critical thinkers. “If red
flags come up, you must raise questions,” he said. One of those red flags
includes being aware of whether
Muslim groups condemn Islamic terror.
He asked laypeople and journalists
alike to dig deeper and keep mindful
of whom the friends of our enemies
are. “Iran works close with
Hizbollah,” he said, adding that there
is no such thing as a terrorist group
that ought to be ignored by virtue of
its relatively small size.
When dealing with Muslim organizations on a national level, Harris
appealed the government to make
sure those groups don’t have ties
with terrorist organizations. Canada,

he said, is being penetrated by 50 terrorist organizations, the majority of
which are Muslim.
The catalyst for the conference,
according to one of its organizers,
Jonathan Jaffit, was the growing
problem of Islamic extremism here
and around the world.
“We want to expose oppression,
persecution, and the trampling of
women’s rights. Ignoring radical
Islam isn’t the way to make it go
away,” said Jaffit, 21, a University of
Toronto student, studying biology
and Jewish history.
Moral clarity, Jaffit says, only develops from open dialog, and the right
method to face conflict is to embrace
it. “The best way to end oppression is
knowledge - not avoidance or ignorance of an issue. We won’t pretend
these problems don’t exist.”
In summation, Harris presented several solutions for preventing the further spread of Islamism in Canada. He
proposes to “give moderate Moslems
a microphone,” so that Moslems may
speak out against the dangerous practices of their coreligionists.
But it’s not just individuals that need
to be aware. Canada, he says, needs,
“counter-terrorist politics protecting
all of us from the inevitable.” AW
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Potential 2008
US presidential
candidates:

How GOOD are
they for the
Jews?

by Aliza Libman

Almost as soon as one American
election is complete, speculation
begins about the upcoming one.
While US president George W. Bush
remains in a politically powerful position, controlling both the House and
Senate with Republican majorities,
that situation could change in the
2006-midterm
elections.
Since
George W. is not eligible to run for reelection in 2008, the Oval Office will
be up for grabs.
How the coming elections will
affect the Jews of America and the
world is a matter of debate.
American Jews often contemplate
issues including Israel and how
pro-Jewish a particular candidate
appears to be. Republicans would
argue that George W. has been
more pro-Israel than any previous
president has, while Democrats
would point out that he has consistently failed to appoint Jews to
high positions in American government. In the previous administration, Clinton critics have said that
despite the number of Jews in his
administration, no other president
has taken more reckless risks for
Israel; others laud Clinton for his
Camp
David
peace
accord
attempts.
Though Jews tend to back
Democratic candidates in large numbers (75 per cent vote Democrat in
any given election), both sides continue to “woo the Jews” with fervor.
Many names are being put forward
in speculation as presidential nomi-

nees in 2008. Here, Afterword
reviews a few from each side from a
Jewish perspective.

DEMOCRATS
The Democratic party can expect
to win massive amounts of the
Jewish vote in any election, but
Jewish voters in key battleground
states such as Florida, Michigan and
Ohio will be specifically targeted.
Top names under consideration
include former first lady Hillary
Rodham Clinton, former Senator
from South Dakota Tom Daschle,
retired four-star general Wesley Clark
and both members of the failed 2004
ticket – Massachusetts senator John
Kerry and former North Carolina
Senator John Edwards. In opinion
polls in recent months, Clinton has
consistently finished first, leading
Kerry and Edwards, leaving other
candidates trailing.
HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON

First lady-turned-senator Hillary
Rodham Clinton, 57, was first
elected in 2000 in the state of New
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York, whose electorate is 13 per
cent Jewish. A centrist Democrat,
Clinton is no stranger to wooing
the Jewish vote. One of the first
scandals she faced in office centered around her husband, thenpresident Bill Clinton, pardoning
four residents of the Hasidic New
Square community charged with
defrauding the federal government. The pardons came only a
few months after New Square residents voted 99 per cent in favour
of Clinton over her challenger,
Republican Rick Lazio. The
Clintons were later cleared of any
wrongdoing.
Other scandals have arisen in
Clinton’s past, including allegations that she made an anti-Semitic
remark in 1974. The Senator has
also drawn controversy for her
support of the Palestinian leadership and once caused uproar by
publicly embracing Suha, Yasser
Arafat’s wife, on the same podium
where
Mrs.
Arafat
publicly
accused the Jews of the blood libel
of poisoning Palestinian wells. A
controversial
figure,
Clinton
opposes the criminalization of
abortion but is nonetheless antiabortion. She favours civil unions
for same-sex couples and opposes
Bush’s tax cuts, but nonetheless
draws fire from many in her party
for being too far to the right.
Though she is concentrating
presently on winning re-election to
the Senate in 2006, she is expected
to be a frontrunner in the 2008
presidential nomination.

JOHN KERRY

Failed presidential candidate John
Kerry is suspected to be preparing for
another bid at the Oval Office in 2008.
Much of the speculation is based on a
new political action committee he created called “Keeping America’s
Promise” and a national address
about leadership following the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. He has not
said either way if he will run.
Kerry, 62, has been a Senator from
Massachusetts since 1985. John Kerry’s
positions on Israel have been strong,
with him favoring moving the US
embassy to Jerusalem and supporting
the construction of the security fence
in the 2004 election. He abstained from
voting in the Senate on supporting
Israel’s disengagement plan, did not
sign a bill noting Hamas as a “terrorist”
entity and did not sign the Iran and
Libya Sanctions Act. He was supported
by 74 per cent of Jewish voters in the
last presidential election.
For Kerry to successfully attain the
presidency, he’ll have to convince his
party to give him a second chance to
win it for them (a rare occurrence, as

{ …because CANUCK politics somehow
doesn’t have the same charm }
failed presidential candidates are not
usually considered a good bet) and
beat some of the charismatic and
popular Republican contenders.
JOHN EDWARDS

Former North Carolina Senator
John Edwards, 52, was charged in the
2004 campaign with bringing youth
and vigor to the Democratic ticket.
He wants to increase benefits to
members of the military, opposes
Constitutional bans on same-sex
marriage and wants greater amnesty
for illegal aliens. As a Senator from
the south, his presence would need
to sway more Southerners to vote
Democrat if the party hopes to win
the White House.
For Jews who are ardently in favour
of tuition vouchers for Jewish day
schools, Edwards will be a tough sell,
as he opposes them. He is pro-Israel,
calling the state “our vital ally” in a
2002 speech calling Saddam Hussein
“a grave threat” to America. Edwards
was in Israel in 2001 when the Sbarro
bombing took place not far from his
hotel, an experience which he says
has shaped his view of the conflict. In
vice-presidential debate, he said, “The
Israelis have not only the right, but
the obligation to defend themselves.”
Edwards is presently a long shot for
the nomination, polling only at 15-20
per cent. But with the primaries not
until January 2008, Edwards has some
time to try to boost his popularity.

REPUBLICANS
With George W. not eligible for re-

election and vice-president Dick
Cheney, the next logical choice for
presidential candidate, having made
many clear statements that he will
not run, the Republican race is equally open. For the first time in almost 60
years, it appears both major parties
will not have an incumbent president
or VP, instead bringing in fresh faces.
The Republicans have much more of
a challenge wooing Jews, with Bush
only getting 19 per cent and 25 per
cent of the Jewish vote in 2000 and
2004 even with firm pro-Israel policies.
Wikipedia.com reports an October
Fox News poll that found that among
Republicans, 26 per cent would vote for
Rudy Giuliani in the 2008 Republican
Primaries, 23 per cent for John McCain
and 18 per cent for Condoleezza Rice.
Others include former speaker of the
House Newt Gingrich, New York
Governor George Pataki, Senate majority leader Bill Frist and Massachusetts
governor Mitt Romney.

2001, known for cleaning up New
York and later for his strength in
the days following the attack.
Giuliani is known for being
staunchly pro-Israel, writing at length
in his book Leadership of the 1995
scandal that ensued when he had
Arafat ejected from the United
Nations’ 50th anniversary celebrations. In the book he calls the late
P.A. president a “terrorist” who has
“ordered innocent people to be murdered.” Giuliani has made vague
statements that he will consider running for office, angering many on the
Christian right due to his pro-choice
stance. Should he win the Republican
nomination, Giuliani may be poised
to take New York’s 31 electoral votes
– something many Republican candidates have failed to do.

CONDOLEEZZA RICE

JOHN MCCAIN

RUDY GIULIANI

Two-term New York city mayor
Rudy Giuliani was supported by as
many as 76 per cent of New York
Jews in his 1997 re-election bid,
Jewish
Community
Relations
Council of New York staffers told
JewishWorldReview.com in July
2000. Though he was originally to
be Clinton’s Senate opponent in
2000, a bout with prostate cancer
pulled him out of the race that
Clinton later won. Giuliani was
already beloved as mayor when
NYC was attacked on September 11,

2000 Republican primaries, many
Jewish Republicans favoured McCain
over Bush simply because McCain is
seen as having fewer ties to Christian
fundamentalism and Saudi Arabia oil
magnates.

John McCain, a four-term Senator
from Arizona, unsuccessfully attempted to gain the 2000 presidential nomination. McCain has told media outlets
that he’s not ready to decide whether
or not to run. The biggest challenge
he may face is his age – he’ll be 72 on
the November 2008 election – which
would make him the oldest elected
president in American history, next to
Reagan. A moderate Republican and
somewhat of a maverick, he is pro-life
and anti-tobacco, but opposes tax
cuts and wants to expand immigration to the U.S.
Like all American politicians,
McCain has come out in favour of
Israel’s right to defend herself. In the

Condoleezza Rice, current Secretary
of State and former National Security
advisor, is considered a popular
choice for the Republican nomination.
Though she’s declared she won’t run,
an August poll of Iowa Republican
caucus participants put her far ahead
of all her challengers and her popularity is such that it’s considered likely
that the “Draft Condi” movement will
grow. A 51-year-old pro-choice
African-American woman, Rice isn’t
the most obvious pick for Republican
nominee, but no one can argue that
the prospect of a Rice vs. Clinton battle for the White House would be as
fascinating as it would be groundbreaking.
As Secretary of State, Rice visited
Israel in February, telling Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon “the relationship
between the United States and Israel is
based on such a firm foundation
because we share not just interests
but values. I look forward to working
with you to try to advance the cause of
peace and to overcome the scourge of
terrorism.” Like many other politicians though, she has been criticized
by some in the Jewish community for
having too much faith in the Abbas-led
Palestinian Authority. AW
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inactivity

The
of Israel activism

by Adi Shulman

The creation of Israel did not end
the struggle for a Jewish homeland–from the moment we had a
homeland again, Jews worldwide
united under the goal of keeping
Israel alive.
While the State of Israel is constantly under attack, many question
whether our Jewish community has
done enough to respond to the evil
perpetrated on the Jewish State.
The 1960s, 70s, and 80s were
decades of tremendous activism,
supporting Jewish human rights in
Russia and Syria, and to help
Ethiopians flee to Israel. But attacks
as on Israel and Jews were beginning
to intensify; the underdog Israel
became a vilified nation.
Rob Gasner, a young Toronto
activist during the 80s, recalls having
Israel Day on campus, working with
fellow students to organize speakers
and conferences through organizations like Network Canada, and World
Zionist Organization.
“Back then,” Gasner says, “the issues
were black and white. The attacks of
the surrounding Arab nations were
widely viewed unfavorably and
unquestionably had to be stopped.”
However, as hot issues settled
down, activism slowly dialed
downward. Though it never disappeared, Israel advocacy took on a

softer and muted approach.
With the most recent wave of attacks
on Israel starting in 2000, the question
is: where are the hard core activists
now? A drastic shift has occurred.
As much as we are helping Israel
with our “Israel fairs” and rallies, we
are doing a fraction of what we could
be doing, according to many.
Indifference and fear within the
Jewish community seems to be a
common theory. Igal Hecht, a young
filmmaker in Toronto, noticed a profound change during his years working on the York University campus.
For two years starting in 2000, York
University in Toronto - with one of the
highest percentage of Jewish students
in Canada - experienced large-scale
demonstrations by anti-Israel groups.
Many students said they were chagrined that the organized Jewish
community in Toronto only began
campus Israel advocacy at the
behest of desperate students, and
only in earnest ten months after the
crisis began. Montreal already had
two student conferences in that time,
and a strong band of activists lobbying for Israel causes. This inactivity
angered many, including Hecht. “I
think it’s laziness,” he said.
Nonetheless Tilly Shames, Director of
Israel Affairs of Hillel of Greater Toronto,
does point to the many culturally based
programmes Hillel does offer, such as
Israel Fest, a week long celebration of
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Israeli culture which took place at
Toronto university campuses.
Avi Ben-Zvi, from McMaster, says
that The Jewish Student Association
(JSA) at McMaster initially rejected the
creation of a Zionist organization there.
Ben-Zvi says he felt that the JSA was
“not raising awareness around campus
enough”; and so, in 2001 he created the
Zionists at McMaster.
They are vocal about their ideals
and have taken on projects such as
Operation SICK (stop inciting children
to kill), working to expose the roots of
Palestinian violence. Today at
McMaster, the JSA and Zionists have
come together and work side by side.
Professor Martin Lockshin, a biblical
studies and humanities professor, says
he observes an increase in fear among
his students at York University.
“This fear is not caused by other students but by professors; professors
who are misusing the pulpit and bringing their own personal politics into the
classroom, using the power relationship to intimidate and inundate students with political propaganda.”
During his time at York since 1978
he has noticed a shift in activism. “It
used to be students out on the
streets, and now it is the professors
who are more vocal about their
beliefs,” he says. However, he says he
believes strongly in the neutrality of
the classroom and is working hard to
maintain this standard.

“Our biggest enemy is apathy,” says
Itay Gadot, director of Zionist group
Betar/Tagar in Toronto. Gadot attributes the strength of the opposition
movement to their ‘provocative’
images, and the bumper-sticker language they use; emotive phrases as
“Human Rights,” “solidarity,” and “land
grab” target liberal-minded youth.
For our parents’ generation,
activism is rarely indulged first-hand
and in the “trenches”, and Canadian
Jewish Congress (CJC) does much of
the spokesperson-led legwork, playing their hand through community
bureaucracy. Simon Rosenblum, a
spokesperson for the CJC, denies
that there is any change in community activism from a decade or two ago.
B’nai Brith Canada voluntarily left
Jewish student activity involvement
in the mid-1990s, only to jump back
recently with liaisons, campus representatives and committees.
“It helps if people who want to help
students in any sphere are no more
than a decade out of college,” says
Yehudi Ben Simon, an Israeli mature
student at York who complains that he
has found no satisfactory outlet on
campus to protest anti-Zionism. “The
young reps have energy and understand the mindset of university-aged.”
Ben Simon charges that, after having spoken about campus issues to
the community’s top brass, all of
whom are in the 50s and 60s, he is

(RIGHT): Avital Sharansky taken at a rally in NYC in November 1985.
(ABOVE): Students at Yeshiva University welcoming Natan (then Anatoly) Sharansky to the campus in
Manhattan in May of 1986. An elated crowd of some 1500 students, faculty, staff and many others
packed Lamport Auditorium. This gathering to hear Natan Sharansky was one of the first of such size

{

that had taken place since his release. At the presentation he received a standing ovation and prior
had held up the Tehillim that he had received from Avital and that he kept with him during his many
years in prison. Photographs copyright: Judah S. Harris, www.judahsharris.com.

disappointed that they’ve not consulted with activists from eras past, to
pursue suggestions or ideas that
might be applicable for today.
There are groups that are working outside the political realm of the community, working towards rectifying misconceptions, establishing common values
and networks with other groups, and
bringing back the language of peace to
the Israel advocacy movement.
Canada,
the
HonestReporting
MidEast media watchdog group that
points out the reporting slipups, is
extremely active.
So too, in a Marshall Plan for activism,
The Council for Israel and Jewish
Advocacy (CIJA), the Canadian
Federation of Jewish Students (CFJS),
and National Jewish Campus Life (NJCL)
were created in 2004. These organizations, in one way or another, endeavour
to unify Jewish students nationally, and
bring increased funding or resources to
the advocacy movement, which had
been a major obstacle.
Shai Spetgang, one-time Network
volunteer and co-director of late-90s
Ontario-wide activist group Kol
Hastudentim, has seen Jewish student activism from many facets, over
many years. He laments the fact that
there are three paid staff on NJCL,
and other superfluous expenses,
whereas that money could be better
spent on students.
“What is occurring also is a ‘top
down’ approach, while they will make it
look like students are in charge, on
boards. The staff will set the agenda,
based upon the federation’s agenda,
who are paying the budget.”
The new centralization of Israel
advocacy, he insists, has also brought
a “loss of spontaneity, independence

and risk,” adding that it is possible to
get mired in administration and get
bogged down with bureaucracy,
which he says can only be a detriment
to activism.
One source at CFJS says that there is
certainly some control from benefactors and Boards. “The people who have
funding, have some influence,” said the
anonymous source. He shares the sentiment that, unfortunately, the Jewish
community can at times be very reactive. However, he says that CFJS has
been successful putting together at
least a half-dozen conferences, recharging students’ activism.
Network was successful in running
cross-Canada programming for 18
years, raising enormous awareness
for the plight of Jews in the USSR,
Syria and Ethiopia, until the Council
of Jewish Federations in 1995 inexplicably removed its funding.
“Past activists worked extremely
hard to raise money and would hold
demonstrations and organize activities
to get funds,” Spetgang says.
“This in turn led to
community support,
legitimacy, and active
participation.
Grassroots programmes
were run on
s h o e strings,
but ingenuity-bynecessity
res ult e d
in
hundreds of
people
turning up
for events,
consistently.”

"The Jewish community has gotten into the
business of advocacy, which leads to
infighting," says Igal Hecht. "With an
Intifada raging in
Israel, it is not the
time to be
afraid or
lazy; the
community
has become
lazy. Why did
it take them
so long
Igal Hecht.
to get
Courtesy of
Igal Hecht.
off their
asses?"

{

Please see Activism
on Pg.16
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activism

Examples of one of a few pro-Israel rallies in the
past six years. Rally photos courtesy Igal Hecht.

Israel's right to

defend itself," says

Avi Ben-Zvi, "but we

the Palestinians, we

just want to connect

What can you do?
1. Instead of ignoring the mistakes and
fallacies in the media, report them

Yehudi Ben-Simon
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Courtesy of CJN.

circumstances and the resources."

Avi Ben-Zvi.

"We could be doing a lot more, given the

{

Itay Gadot.

Israel."

Courtesy of Betar/Tagar.

students to

Shai Spetgang.

don't want to fight

ordinary Canadian

For more info about activism from
the last generation,visit:www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/History/
Human_Rights/sjmove.htm

{

{

"We need to realize

Courtesy of CJN.

to the broadcaster directly or contact HonestReporting at www.honestreporting.ca
2. Educate friends and family, Jews
and non-Jews alike. Talk to them
and show them the similar culture,
politics, and values.
3. Join an advocacy group in your
area.
4. Donate. Whether it’s your time
or money, there are plenty of
worthy
organizations
that
could use your physical and or
financial support.

Marty Lockshin.

Though there has been some
progress, the movement is far from
were it once was. The activists today
aren’t the force they once were.
Israel needs help today and there is
no time for fear, apathy, politics, and
opposition to stand in the way. Will
we meet the challenge of our time, or
will we squander this moment on initiatives that put politics first, and
students last?
“There is little or nothing that can
be done in Canada to make the opponents of Israel on campus behave
more to our liking,” Professor
Lockshin says. “The only remedy is to
increase pro-Israel activism.” AW

t h e n & n ow

DECENT PROPOSALS:

Real politics in Engelhard’s fiction
by David Laxer

Talking to Jack Engelhard, I feel a
whiff of coolness I would expect from
a Jack Nicholson, not from a
‘right-wing’ Jewish writer with a New
York accent.
Engelhard is a prolific novelist,
journalist, columnist and screenwriter. Though probably best known
for his novel, Indecent Proposal,
which was later adapted to the big
screen, he has a considerable body
of fiction and non-fiction work.
The film, as many recall, is about
a writer (Woody Harrelson), his
debutante wife (Demi Moore), and
Robert Redford as a millionaire
with a million bucks proposed for a
night with Moore’s character. The
movie, having been overly massaged by Hollywood to drain it of all
its original meaning, conveniently
ignores the fact that the original
script, as written by Engelhard,
talks about a Jewish writer, his gentile wife and an Arab Sheikh in the
role of temptation.
“The million dollars is pretty
much all that stayed the same,”
Engelhard laments. Besides the
eternal, even biblical, notions of
morality and human dilemma portrayed in the film, one must be
blind to not see the political statement the original script carries in
its midst - the ease in which the Jew
succumbs to temptation, only to
regret it soon afterwards. Okay, you
could say that that’s a pretty universal theme, but read the original
and you‘ll find the nuances.
“I never write with an agenda in
mind; I leave that to the critics and
the curious. I didn’t have any calculated political message when writing Indecent Proposal but in hindsight I agree with your diagnosis,”
he says.
His new project, The Bathsheba
Deadline, is a tense newsroom
drama set against a Mid-East backdrop, where the news editor, Uriah,
has to fight for the truth in his own
newsroom. The novel portrays the

quandary a journalist faces when
defending the Jews, and the State of
Israel.
As if reality had to come and prove
Engelhard’s fiction, he has been finding it impossible to get it published.
“This is frightening and says it all
about the current climate of antiIsrael and anti-Jewish sentiment pervasive in all walks of the media and
academic world,” Engelhard says.
“I’ve resorted to self-publishing and
the book is selling well on-line
through Amazon.”
He has, however, had little trouble
publishing his columns. Three years
ago, his long time friend, Jerry Etter,
Editor-in-Chief of the Jewish Times in
New Jersey, asked him to write a column for his paper.
“I thought the ‘a’ implied a one-time
deal. Well, was I wrong about that,”
he says. It turned into a weekly column, and on the wonderful wings of
the web, word spread out that there
was a new Hebrew boy on the block.
Soon after, Israel National News
picked up on the literary talent and
gave him a regular slot in which he
still contributes. He is also a regular
contributor to ChronWatch, a highly
regarded conservative on-line publication where he writes about affairs
de jour and the Middle East.
Engelhard’s unique and entertaining
journalistic style is an oasis in the
arid landscape of contemporary
political writing.
Engelhard may be politically conservative, but his life experiences
point to anything but a Stephen
Harper persona.
“During the 60s, I was a doorman at
the Bitter End nightclub,” he recalls.
“At the time this was New York’s hot
hangout. On any given night we
would get the likes of Bob Dylan, Jack
Kerouac, Richard Pryor and Lenny
Bruce to name but a few.”
His recent award-winning novel, The
Days of the Bitter End, takes the reader
back to the 60s, a time of social, cultural
and
political
upheaval.
As a doorman at the Bitter End, he
enjoyed all the perks that went with

the position. When asked if he partook in all the associated activities of
the 60s, he dryly responds, “There are
only two things I’ve never done: drugs
and Leftism.”
Speaking of the Left/Right divide, I
wanted to get his take on Israel’s
Hasbara (advocacy). “What Hasbara?
I haven‘t seen any,” he snips. I can
hear a deep haul on a cigarette over
the phone. “Israel’s military
a c c o m -

plishments dwarf in comparison to
the failures on the PR front. Here’s a
decent proposal though, for the latter. Have more chutzpah, and never
apologize for defending yourself.” AW
For information on Mr. Englehard:
www.chronwatch.com or www.a7.org.

(RIGHT): Jack Engelhard pictured
with two of his books: Indecent
Proposal and The Days of the
Bitter End.
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Memoirs of a Socialist-Zionist in Israel
by Daniel Roth

While we were walking through
the Negev desert, I wondered many
things. I couldn’t figure out how this
thirteen-hour hike was going to relate
back to the new Kibbutz movement
going on in Israel. I was worried that
I was in the wrong place, mentally,
emotionally and physically (about
seven hours into the journey I was
quite sure that my feet had wandered
off somewhere).
Lior was our guide for the week
that we spent in Israel. He explained
that many of the great biblical
prophets and thinkers went to the
desert to gain clarity of mind. He
explained that for the twenty of us to
truly understand what one needs to
do in order to reroute our entire
lives, and live communally, dedicating one’s entire existence to socialist
living and the betterment of Israel,
we must clear our minds of our
‘other’ lives.
I asked him what I needed to do to
take that leap. He said, “You need to
be serious.” That’s all he said. Lior
doesn’t talk a whole lot, but when he
does it is usually important.
The trip I was participating in was
for those of us who wanted to learn
how to fulfill the ideology that we
had grown up with in Hashomer
Hatzair Youth Movement.
We have taught and been taught
about the movements ideals,
Socialist-Zionism, what they mean,
and how we can live our lives as
enlightened individuals in a f**ked
up world. We have, however, been
less successful at fulfilling the
Socialist-Zionist ideology beyond
education.
As graduates of Hashomer Hatzair,
a group of us have been going
through something called ‘The
Hagshama Process’ over the last few
years. Step one: Figure out what our
ideology is as a movement. Step two:
figure out how to focus our ideology.
For plenty of reasons the
Kibbutzim have been privatizing, the
young people have been leaving to
go to the big city, and the agricultural, socialist dream that once was has
faded.
Kibbutz Migvan is an urban
Kibbutz. It began with six
people living in an apartment
complex
in

Sderot, a town close to Beer Sheva,
and has grown to be more than 60
people living in a small neighbourhood there. They started the Kibbutz
in 1987.
Many of the people taking part in
this new movement are graduates of
the socialist youth movements.
One of the major projects for the
urban Kibbutzim, and communes, is
social work. That’s not to say that
every Kibbutz member becomes a
social worker, though some do. One
of the overlying ideologies is that the
Kibbutzim must be a part of Israeli
society, not separate from it. That
means working in urban centres
where most people are, that means
working with the poor, the young,
the un-integrated, the ethnically different people in Israeli society.
Intimacy is another focus. It is
uncomfortable to tell a
friend something that you
truly feel. But living in
close quarters,
sharing all of
your money,
your feelings,
your
material
goods,
can make
it more
comfortable, and I
am
inclined
to think
that it may
break
down
some of
the barriers that
leave us
alone
in life,
chasing
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money, and ‘success.’ You
may ask, “What about family”? I still can’t get around
the fact that we find it
easier to be honest with
our shrinks than to talk
to our partners, parents
or kids.
Why Israel? That is
simple. As members of a
Socialist-Zionist Youth
Movement we have a
historical connection to
Israel. We are also
therefore responsible
for Israel, its positives
and its negatives.
There are inequalities
within
the
state:
racial, sexual, religious.
Jews, and as people who
care about Israel, we
have an invite to make
Aliyah, to help make
Israel
a
better
place.
Many of us
have a real
commitment
to living in
North
America,
to changing the
world from here,
rather than
there. But
can we still
be SocialistZionists if we
are doing it
here? Can we
help Israel from
here? Can we
help the world
from Israel?
A lot of
questions
Photos courte
sy Daniel Rot
remain in
h.
my head.
There are a lot of us starting up small communes in all these new things. I answered,
“My growing pessimism.”
North America, doing
My answer was a bit scary to say in
social justice work, and
the
first place, because I think of
living communally. Lior
myself as an optimist. Right now I am
asked us during the trip
what piece of our lives not totally sure of how I feel. I am still
trying to work that out, but one thing
we wanted to
is for sure: I feel some inner-strength
leave behind
and courage toward this project. I
while we
feel somehow more optimistic, more
learned
serious. AW
about

THE PROMISE
PROCESS
Ethiopian Jews in aliyah transitions

by Richard Rosenbaum

Many people consider it a prophecy coming to fulfillment right before
our eyes: the return of the Jewish people to the land of Israel. After two thousand years we finally regained our
homeland. But sometimes it's easy to
forget that aliyah is not merely an
event, it is a process. And it is ongoing.
This is why the government of Israel
has initiated "Operation Promise"--a
program to bring 30,000 Ethiopian
Jews to Israel by the end of 2007.
The Israel Association for Ethiopian
Jews is the organization that represents
the nearly 100,000 Ethiopian Jews who
live in Israel today, and is at the forefront of the activism helping to achieve
the goals of Operation Promise, including bringing the remaining Ethiopian
Jews to join Israeli society after centuries of geographical and cultural separation from the majority of the Jewish
people, and helping to integrate them
into Israeli society.
The origin of the Ethiopian Jewish
community is unclear; the most popular theories are that they are
descendants of the "Lost Tribe" of
Dan, that they are descended from
King Solomon and the Queen of
Sheba, or descendants of Jews who
left Israel after the destruction of the
first Temple in 586 BCE. In any case,
this community never lost their traditions, and have kept kosher and
observed shabbat and festivals
throughout the period of their exile.
Two major operations were carried

out by the Israeli government to facilitate the immigration process for the
Ethiopians: Operation Moses in the
1980s, and Operation Solomon in 1991.
Tens of thousands of Ethiopians were
brought to Israel then, and Operation
Promise is intended to be the culmination of the process begun decades ago.
The Ethiopian immigrants to Israel
face all the usual challenges of leaving the land where they were born
and coming to a new country: finding
housing and employment, learning a
new language and trying to integrate
into a culture that is largely foreign to
them, to name only a few.
To help their transition be as
smooth as possible, the Israel
Association for Ethiopian Jews takes
special interest in providing new
immigrants with the services that
they require when they reach Israel,
and to support the new communities
on a national level, targeting their
advocacy work to the unique needs of
the Ethiopian community. The Israeli
government also has a strong interest
in helping the new immigrants who
arrive in Israel through Operation
Promise to avoid the potential isolation that often occurs when a new
group emigrates; it is vital that the
Ethiopians do not become ghettoized,
isolated from the mainstream of
Israeli society. It is also important to
realize that many of the new Ethiopian
immigrants are still economically supporting family who have not yet
arrived in Israel; creating viable
employment opportunities for new

Ethiopian immigrants is therefore of
paramount importance.
The Ethiopians also face some
unique challenges that most other
new immigrants to Israel might not:
like anywhere else in the world, prejudice and racism can exist amongst
an Israeli public who are not used to
seeing people who look different than
they do, and who might have difficulty even considering the Ethiopians to
be Jews at all, despite the fact that
every major halachic authority
asserts that the Ethiopians are as
authentically Jewish as anyone.
To combat this, the IAEJ are doing
hasbara about the community, building programs to educate the Israeli
public and create awareness and promote the Ethiopian image in Israeli
society. For example, they sponsored
a film festival and exhibitions of
artists from the Ethiopian Jewish
community that reflects the contribution of the Ethiopian community to
the multi-cultural mosaic of Israeli
society in the fields of photography,
drawing, painting and graphic design.
Operation Promise is also linked to
social programs designed to help
provide food, shelter and medicine
for elderly Holocaust survivors in the
former Soviet Union, many of whom
are far below the poverty line with no
income whatsoever, or who are
forced to survive on meager government pensions that cannot possibly
cover their necessary expenses.
The Jews of Ethiopia are not the only
community who are returning home --

a small group of people in India known
as the Bnei Menashe, who trace their
ancestry back to another of the Lost
Tribes, have recently reclaimed their
Jewish roots and have also begun the
transition back to Judaism and have
been making aliyah.
Recently they have come under
scrutiny from the Indian government
who, misunderstanding the intentions
of the Israeli rabbis who have come to
their community to perform religious
conversions have attempted to halt
their activities as contravening India's
laws against proselytizing. It’s a technicality however. The group has been
practicing Judaism and consider
themselves Jewish, but since their
ancestors had been forcibly converted
to Christianity centuries ago, Jewish
law as well as the Israeli immigration
law, require a formal conversion. Still,
it is a remarkable discovery and a
great blessing to have them finally
returning to the land of their ancestors
and their spiritual home.
While there is no official connection between the Bnei Menashe and
Operation Promise, the spirit is the
same, and the diversity that both
communities are helping to bring to
Israel is certain only to strengthen a
nation that has, since its establishment, been devoted to providing not
only a physical home for Jews who
have been scattered all across the
world, but also to foster a sense of
belonging for those who had suffered
through being a persecuted minority
for centuries on end. AW
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JEWISH ENVIRONMENTALISM

A model for the rest of us
by Anne Silver

Concern for our well-being and the
well-being of future generations
through environmental stewardship is gaining momentum as the
earth slips deeper into decay. From
a decline of biodiversity to an
increase in ground level ozone, the
mistakes of our past are quickly
coming to the foreground and
impacting our decisions for the
future.
If we look to the Jewish community
around the world as a model of environmental activism, we can see a
heightened level of commitment.
Environmentalism is ingrained in
Jewish customs, religion, and tradition.
From the days of the bible to the
modern day, respect for nature, and
our existence within it, has been a

solid foundation for Jewish existence. The Bible makes countless
mention of the beauty of nature and
of the intricate balance between
nature and man. God gives very
detailed instructions on how to
grow and care for a crop by allowing it to grow for three years without harvest, and on the fourth year
the harvest be sacrificed to God
and only on the fifth year can a regular harvest begin. God then
instructs that every seven years in
Israel the land be laid fallow, and
rest from harvest, so as to feed
society’s poor and the wild beasts.
The Bible often uses nature to
show God’s awesome power
through His ability to reward with a
good harvest year, or his ability to
punish with floods and famines. The
holiday of Tu B’shvat -the Jewish
New Year for trees- helps Jews con-

nect to their land, reminding us to
cherish the relationship between
man and nature.
The land of Israel was transformed from desert to luscious
beauty. The pioneers worked the
land with care, creating green space
where there was none, creating
farms where there was only wasteland, and creating cities where
there were only tents. Today, Israel
is renowned for its exquisite nature
preserves and its green forests.
However, like every modern state, it
is plagued with pollution, deforestation, and water shortages; and, like
every modern state, Israel is forced
to reckon with the detrimental consequences that come with environmental degradation.
To combat these environmental
shortcomings, and to enliven their
inner love for the land, Jews have
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been working to make Israel a beautiful homeland. The Jewish National
Fund (JNF) for instance has been
bringing more green beauty to the
land of Israel and bringing forth
more environmental awareness. As
well as planting trees in Israel, the
JNF has made remarkable improvements to the land of Israel. The trees
they plant bring an aesthetic value
as well as physically improving soil,
water, and air quality. It brings the
Jews of the Diaspora to their homeland physically and spiritually
through tree planting activities - and
a link between man and his land.
Israel is the only country in the
world that entered the 21st century
with a net gain in its number of trees.
The spiritual connection with the
land promotes a higher level of commitment to it, and a desire to see its
survival for future generations. AW

How BIRTHRIGHT
chooses its leaders:

an inside look at the process

by Ben B.*

Tens of thousands of young Jews
have been on the Birthright trips in
the past few years, and it has proved
a very successful way to bring
Judaism to the unaffiliated.
Have you ever wondered how the
organizers chose its leaders? Perhaps
you’re a past or future participant, or
maybe you’re a parent. I believe that
there should be complete full disclosure to every aspect of the trip, including what kinds of people are spending
time with the participants.
I do not think that the way in which
Birthright leaders are chosen is exemplary. I was a Birthright leader a few
years ago, and even though things
went relatively smoothly on my trip, I
still think the system has its flaws.
Things may have changed since, but I
would like to tell you how the leaders
were shortlisted during this time.
A few years ago I got an email from
someone I knew at UJA telling me
that I should apply to be a Birthright
madrich (leader). He excitedly told
me that Birthright was desperately
looking for leader-type people, and
that I fit the description because of
my heavy involvement in the Jewish
community. What I didn’t know was
that when I was asked to a meeting
of potential leaders, it was more of a
cattle-call of over a hundred and
fifty people. That email insinuated I
was already shortlisted but it

seemed that the Birthright people
cast a very wide net – to find just ten
people.
At this meeting we spent the day
playing games, all the while being
scrutinized by Hillel employees, lay
leaders and UJA hirees. We were first
asked to bring in our most memorable
Israel souvenir and a story. Some people took it seriously, and others did
not. Those who took it seriously and
provided moving stories did not get
much of a reaction from the people
hired to choose the new leaders.
When it was my turn, I gave over
something zany and stupid, and saw
them scribble notes like wildfire. They
wanted entertainers, it seemed; not
thought provoking memories.
Then we spent a great deal of time
doing ridiculous warm up games, like
not talking and lining up according to
age, birth month, and alphabetizing
our names. We spent about eight
hours, from early morning to afternoon, playing games that most elevenyear-olds learn at summer camp.
In a group setting, we were asked to
prioritize vague Jewish ideas in order
of importance: “Israel”, “antiSemitism”, “Jewish day school”, etc.
We were split into several groups and
given discussion topics like: “how
does Israel affect our lives?” Donnezmoi une break.
Another part of the day was spent
pairing up randomly and role playing
about potential problems that may

occur between leaders and participants. Mine was a participant refusing
to drink water on a hike. I disagree
with this activity. It asks the participants to ‘play-act’ in a way that is
unrealistic. When real dilemmas arise,
people aren’t play-acting – they are on
high-alert with all true instincts in
gear. It’s nonsensical to solve problems in a make-believe world like it’s
an improv show. My partner and I not
only thought this was a ridiculous
exercise, but quite frankly neither of
us could relate to our scenario. It wasn’t ‘natural’. I’d suggest instead offering the potential leaders a list of problems that have commonly occurred
and asking them for possible solutions. That way you get an idea of
their critical thinking skills, how they
think on their feet, and their decisionmaking skills. That we were being
‘scored’ the whole time only added to
the problem. I felt like I was in my
tenth grade drama class.
Towards the end we were put into
groups to brainstorm ideas for follow-up after the program. At this
point in the day people were already
very tired. Though we numbered off
evenly into groups, some people
‘cheated’ by going to whatever
groups they felt like. So my group
was seven persons, while others
were four, six or twelve.
The problem was that a lot of people weren’t on the same page
Jewishly or politically. Some people

in my group had never participated
in Jewish activities before, and others had no experience in planning
them. How can anyone expect them
to adequately come up with decent
follow-up activities? What’s more,
our group could not see eye to eye
on our suggestions. One recommended an Israel rally; another recommended a Shabbat dinner. The
latter was surmised as “too Jewish”
and scoffed at by the others in the
group. G-d forbid, they lose touch
with the nobler purpose of the trip,
to help enrich Jewish pride and
bring Jews back into the fold. Their
ideas were to plan parties, dances
and battle of the bands! Birthright
was created in 1998, before the current Israel crisis, as a means to
instill Jewish pride in young Jews
through a trip to the Homeland.
That has been, and always will be,
its raison d’être.
I hope, moreover, to one day be a
leader for Birthright again, but I
hope that the means of choosing
future leaders are made more carefully and with less emphasis on
kids’ games. AW
* The author of this article has asked
that his name be kept anonymous.
** Stay tuned next issue for a rebuttal
from another Birthright madrich.
*** The opinions of the author are not
necessarily the opinions of the
newspaper.
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HUMENTUSCHENS:
A hidden miracle in a cookie

by Adi Shulman

Three hundred and sixty four days
of the year we are encouraged and
compelled to be ourselves. Dressed in
our own clothes, faces exposed to the
world, we are forced to face life head
on. But one day a year, the fourteenth
day of the month of Adar on the
Jewish calendar, we don masks and
costumes and become someone else
for twenty-four hours.
The holiday of Purim is a day of
commemorating a victory for the
Jewish people. And of course, it is a
day to eat and drink. Purim’s
customary food -enjoyed all over the
world- is Humentuschens, a small triangular pastry with filling.
The word Humentuschen is derived
from the Yiddish mon-tuschen, made
up of the words mon for poppy seeds
and taschen for pocket. Today, however, the modern Humentaschen (also
spelled Hamantuschen) has adopted

a more symbolic connotation, which
likens this delectable cookie to the
hat of Haman, the evil villain of the
Purim story. In fact, in Hebrew,
Humentuschens are called Oznei
Haman, the ears of Haman.
The filling has also evolved from
the simple poppy seeds to more
savoury chocolate, prunes, dates, or
apricots. The pockets, hiding a
sweet centre, represent the hidden
nature of the Purim miracle.
Under
the
reign
of
King
Achashverosh in Persia, the Jewish
people were sentenced to death as
suggested by the Prime Minister
Haman. Unbeknownst to Haman, the
king’s blushing new bride, Esther, was
herself a Jew. Esther and her uncle,
Mordechai, devised a plan to convince
the king to drop the decree of death to
the Jews. Right down to the last
minute the fate of the Jews rested in
the hands of one woman. On the fourteenth day of Adar, Esther convinced
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Achashverosh to drop the
decree, saving the Jews
from certain death. In
return, Haman and his family were all executed.
Esther’s bravery and her
incredible actions are clearly
illustrated in the Megillah, which
is read in its entirety every Purim.
However, what is not mentioned in
the story of Purim is God’s role in the
miraculous salvation. Not once is the
name of God mentioned in the whole
megillah --which seems to contradict
the notion of a miracle. In fact, God
plays a hidden role in this Purim miracle. The name Esther confirms this
notion, since it is derived from the
Hebrew Lehasteer, to conceal. This
name was given to Esther only after
she became queen, changed from
Hadassah, implying she was concealing the spirit of God. Like God, we
too disguise ourselves on Purim to
remember the hidden nature of the

miracle of Purim. The Humentuschen,
likewise, illustrates this hidden miracle as they conceal a sweet centre
within a crumbly cookie crust.
Like on most Jewish holidays, it is
appropriate to celebrate Purim
through feasting. This Jewish custom on Purim is called Seudat
Purim, a humetuschens. AW

Looking to the future through
the eyes of the past

The 1980s was a decade of social change...
by Julie Green

Remember Pac Man, leg warmers, and The Breakfast Club?
How about Michael Jackson’s
Thriller, the Cosby Show and headbands? It was a decade of big hair
and big jewellery; however, it was
also a decade of big change, big
politics, and big world miracles. It
was the 1980s.
The twentieth century saw the
rise and fall of powerful nations, it
saw the oppression and murder of
millions of peoples. However, the
events of the 1980s gave hope for
a new world based on human
rights and international cooperation.
On the political stage, the most
dramatic event of the 1980s was the
collapse of the Soviet Union and
peaceful conclusion of the Cold War.
After 28 years, the Berlin Wall came
down, reuniting East with West
Berlin. This dramatic conclusion to
an 82-year long war between the
Soviet Union and the United States
could never have been predicted
ten years earlier. Soviet Jews were
allowed safe passage to emigrate as
they pleased, and many landed in
Israel, being exposed to Judaism for
the first time.
Environmentally, the 1980s shed
light on a new global epidemic,

environmental degradation. With
the discoveries of acid rain and
the Antarctic ozone hole in 1985,
the image of environmentalism
changed forever. The dire need for
action on this front was highlighted in the 1980s with such catastrophes as the nuclear accident in
Chernobyl in 1986 and the Exxon
Valdez oil spill in 1989.
Most significantly, however, the
1980s marked a drastic turn around
in the realm of human rights.
Apartheid in South Africa came to a
close in 1989. As the world’s population hit the 5 billion mark in 1987
the realities of poverty, hunger, and
disease in parts of Africa spurred a
large humanitarian movement.
Musicians played a benefit concert
called Live-Aid to raise awareness
and money for African famine victims in 1985.
Meanwhile, in Israel, the Israeli
Defence Forces helped launch
three covert operations to bring
Ethiopians Jews to Israel in the
mid-1980s. Global concern for fellow human beings, though certainly not a new phenomenon,
grew tremendously in the 1980s.
The United Nations Development
Programme began to publish a
yearly report on human development, which factors in human
rights, beginning in 1990. AW
(LEFT &

TOP RIGHT):

Two icons of the 80s,
Mikhail Gorbachev and
the A-Team, emblematic
of the Cold War tensions,
and the fight for justice
during that decade.
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JEWISH/CHINESE couple bring
their story to print
by Dave Gordon

Many people have interdated; few
of those become observant, and even
fewer have written books about it.
One recent book deals with all of
these, with one difference: it’s about
a Jewish/Chinese interdating relationship.
Chicken Soup with Chopsticks: A
Jew’s Struggle for Truth in an
Interfaith Relationship chronicles the
search for spiritual answers of a formerly-secular Jew and his then-girlfriend, a Chinese gentile, culminating
in their path to observant Judaism.
Author Jack Botwinik describes in
eloquent detail the crises and challenges of an interfaith relationship,
as he struggled with G-d, questioned
his faith, and grappled with deep
philosophical Jewish questions.

While many books have been written about Jewish/Christian interfaith
relationships, Botwinik says this is
the first with a Chinese aspect.
The book evolved from a journal he
kept for five years that logs significant epiphanies in his life. “I realized
my whole worldview was changing. I
needed to make sense of what happened in my life,” says the Montreal
native, now living in Ottawa.
Though Botwinik had eleven years
of formal Jewish education, he felt no
attachment to the religious aspect of
Judaism. “Like many of my peers, I
often wondered of what use all this
Jewish immersion would be in the
long run,” he writes.
At the same time, Botwinik pondered whether his decision to interdate was a symptom of a larger issue.
“Many people think not interdating is

1.4 pg Ad
coming
from Dave
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just to please the in-laws…. Was it
rebellion? Anger? Getting back at my
parents for all those years of being
forced to go to Jewish school and
attend long and boring synagogue services? When someone does something
unusual, it can be an indication that he
or she seeks attention, honour, or fame.
Was I yearning for these things?”
His quest for answers took him
and Belinda to Israel for a four-week
learning
program
with
Aish
HaTorah, and they steeped themselves in lectures and books. He
likens the search for Truth as
through he were stepping into a
swimming pool – “hesitant at first
because the water’s cold, but once
I’m there, I don’t feel like leaving.”
Diving into texts and intense study,
Botwinik examined issues scrupulously to answer the hard, profound
questions he faced.
When his relationship with Belinda
became serious, he was forced to consider issues he hadn’t looked at before.
“Would we be married in a Buddhist temple or in a synagogue? Would our final
resting place be in a Chinese cemetery or
a Jewish one? If Yom Kippur coincided
with a Chinese festival or an important
family celebration, would I be pressured
to go for dim sum … or would my conscience compel me to spend the day in
synagogue absorbed in fasting and
prayer?” These issues and others at times
caused great strain on their relationship
and, for a brief time, caused a break-up.
After dabbling in various religions,
cults, and belief-systems for some
time, they discovered together that it
was Judaism which offered clear
moral choices.
“The bottom line is this: if there is
no single, universal code of morality
assumed to come from the Creator,
then, ultimately, every person or
society is free to choose or create
their own moral system.”
Chicken Soup with Chopsticks deftly
delves into many basic Jewish values
that are the bedrock of observant
Judaism, such as: not speaking badly
about someone whether or not it is
true, dressing modestly, being sensitive to others, and continually learning.
Botwinik says the goal of Chicken

Soup with Chopsticks is for people
to see how he and Belinda overcame
their religious challenges, in order
that others in similar circumstances
can benefit from their conclusions
as well as be inspired to take a deeper look at religious Judaism.
One such conclusion became a
turning point for him visavis interdating: “It would seem logical that one of
the most important decisions in life whom to marry - should be made in
as level-headed a way and as objectively as possible.”
For Belinda – who converted to
Orthodox Judaism and now goes by
her Jewish name, Bina Ester, actively
investigating was the key to finding
the right path.
“We had big questions before and
we were dissecting the issues,” she
says, adding that her decision to
espouse Judaism and its commandments took more time than she initially would have liked, because she
wanted to make sure she wasn’t converting simply to marry.
Their next book endeavours to address
other challenging issues in Jewish life. They
are welcoming submissions for their forthcoming publication, Anything is Possible:
Overcoming Challenges to Jewish
Observance. The book will tell inspiring stories of how people struggled with, and how
they finally accomplished, a specific mitzvah (commandment) that was particularly
difficult for them. (A free book and $180US
will be given to the author of each article
that is selected for publication.) AW
For more information about the books
or the event: 1-888-BOOKS-88
www.PaperSpider.Net

The STORY of a Tibetan Monk,
the Holocaust and past lives
by Aaron Blair

Leslie Streit’s compelling and
skillfully crafted film, ‘God Wears
My Underwear’ premiered at
Toronto’s Digital Narrative Arts Film
Festival (DNAFF) in October 2005,
where it was declared winner of the
DNAFF short program.
The award culminates a seven-year
journey of Streit’s. “We had a vision
of how we wanted it to look but the
technology was not within our
means. During the seven years the
technology became available and
the vision evolved and matured,”
she says.
The film follows the lives of Lavinia
(Jacqueline Wiley) and Brother Eo
(Tho Vong) who are separated by a
generation.
Lavinia has been haunted all of her
life by dreams about people and
places she has never experienced. As
she stands waiting for a train, she
sees her childhood and ponders her
confusion about her own sexuality.
She recalls a past life as a Tibetan
Buddhist Monk who visited Berlin in
1933. The monk, Brother Eo, saw the
rise of Nazism but did nothing to
help friends as they were swept away
in the terror.
The film is haunting. Streit uses
archive footage with live action skillfully interweaving the past and present.
Streit’s discovering a book by
Rabbi Yonassan Gershom, ‘Beyond
the Ashes,’ has helped her explore
several case studies of people who
believed they were the reincarnated
victims of the Holocaust and other
Jewish afterlife teachings. Many of
his cases were not Jewish in this life,
but still they were somehow inexplicably scarred by those events.
“I was trying to talk about universality and memory,” Streit says. “How
memories are transmitted, person to
person, generation to generation.
That's what the title is about.
Everyone wears underwear. Every
culture has a God. Everyone believes
in something, even if it's not God. I
tried to draw a thread between the

Holocaust and the genocide in Tibet
because atrocities such as these
were among the universal experiences of the 20th and 21st century.
It's part of our legacy.”
Leslie grew up with her Jewish parents in New York in the 50’s and 60’s.
She came in contact with survivors
who had fled Europe after the war.
Many of them were poor. “What I
read and heard about the Holocaust
had an enormous impact on me and I
would lie awake at night fearing that
‘they’ might come and get me. It was
evident that only a minor difference
of time and place separated me from
the Holocaust victims. We were the
same. But I was alive. I really wanted
to do this film before all the generation of survivors was gone.”
Streit hopes that her film continues
to get shown in festivals.
“I want people to use the film as a
jumping off point for discussion.
After all, how will the Holocaust be
remembered by generations that didn't live through it?” AW

Photos from Aaron Blair and
Leslie Streit and archive photos.

For more about Leslie’s film ‘God
Wears My Underwear’ please visit
www.godwearsmyunderwear.com

{

“I want people to
use the film as a
jumping off point
for discussion.
After all, how will
the Holocaust be
remembered by
generations that
didn't live
through it?”

{

L. Streit, filmmaker
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LOST & FOUND:
The Bible Canon Fodder

{ Was there a series of holy books hidden away from the eyes of the masses? }

by Trent Wilkie

The inquisitive phrase “Is nothing
sacred?” holds a lot of truth when it
comes to modern apocrypha. The
question is, was anything ever
sacred?
The lost books of the bible have
been seen a resurrection of sorts in
the past few years. From The Da
Vinci Code to the Left Behind series,
the newest form of “religiotainment”,
sells fiction as truth and vise versa.
Was there a series of holy books
hidden away from the eyes of the
masses? Are there concealed messages in the bible and other books of
faith? Did, a few thousand years
ago, a group of zealots get together
to write a series of books based on
personal speculation and mainstream religion?
According to Rabbi Ari Drelick,
director of the Chabad Lubavitch of
Edmonton, people have their own
reasons for trying to find concealed
meanings and alternative narratives.
“Most Jews,” said Rabbi Drelick,
“really don’t know what it means to
be Jewish. They have a very hazy
picture of our history, Jewish law and
Jewish culture. It’s whatever pop culture gives them.”
With all this uncertainty, there
could be a surprise for those who go
looking for hidden meaning. Dr.
Stephen Kent, of the Department of
Sociology in the University of Alberta,
examines new and alternative religions while incorporating views from
sociology and religious studies. He
suggests that the search is based on
the stimulation of a dormant faith.
“The growth of historic-based religious fiction is a way for religious
tradition to invigorate itself,” Kent
said. “The interweaving of fact and
speculation is a way to bring
renewed interest to an otherwise
fairly fixed tradition.”
The problem with religiotainment
is that it feeds on those who think

they know better but may not.
“It’s an unfortunate fact that much
gets lost in history and these books
try to make connections that the historical records cannot address… the
pseudo-history becomes a way of
weaving supposedly esoteric aspects
of these things into a coherent narrative. Of course, much of the narratives and speculation are fiction, so
it’s an interesting intellectual exercise, much of which is not historically accurate,” said Kent.
Rabbi David Kunin of the Beth Shalom
Synagogue in Edmonton sees this hunt
for the lost books as somewhat redundant. After all, from his point of view,
the books are out there and there is
nothing secret or lost about them.
“People are looking for religion to
have secret messages or to have
hidden books that were somehow
censored by religious authorities,”
said Rabbi Kunin. “Are there mythical books? No. But that’s not to
say that there were books that
could have been put in the Hebrew
Bible that weren’t.”
The reasoning for this, according
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to Rabbi Kunin, was far more democratic than clandestine.
“There are the books which
Christian authorities and Jewish
authorities chose which would be part
of the Hebrew Bible and which books
would not. They were excluded; it’s not
a plot, it’s just how the process
worked.”
This sentiment is echoed by
William Hone, novelist and author of
“The Lost Books of the Bible.” But as
Hone sees it, politics was involved.
In his book, Hone states, “It was an
evolution at the hand of church men
of various belief and purposes. In
the formulation of early church doctrines there was dissension, personal jealousy, intolerance, persecution, bigotry.” This helped to explain
why certain books were omitted.
In his thesis Lost Books of the
Bible, and What They Tell About
Biblical Process, G. David Schwartz,
sees all this as a testament to history.
Some books may have been lost,
some may have been found, but,
from his point of view, the ones that
were saved weren’t kept for their religious ideology, but for their moment

in knowledgeable history.
“We do have a recorded, documented history of texts which were
regarded as holy and distinct by
some sects which were later jettisoned either by themselves or their
rivals,” wrote Schwartz.
“Dozens of works which have a
distinctive apocalyptic texture to
them, and which had at one time
been adopted or written by the
Pharisees or their forerunners, is
collected as the Apocrypha and
Pseudepigrapha. Some of these
Apocryphal texts had been preserved in the Septuagint which was
adopted by early Christian sects.”
He says that neither Christians nor
Jews preserved other Apocrypha,
only scholars did.
Rabbi Kunin says you’d better do
your homework before you go running
off looking for signs of the Messiah.
The only constant seems to be the
search for truth, which is ironically,
the basis of all religious endeavors.
“This is about people wanting to
find other answers by looking backwards and trying to find them in the
past because they can’t find them in
the present.” Rabbi Kunin added,
“This is a counter-cultural response
to mainstream religion.” AW
More information on ‘lost books’
of the Bible:
• w w w. a p o l o g e t i c s p r e s s . o r g /
articles/42
• www.carm.org/lost/adamandeve.htm
•www.carm.org/questions/lost_books.htm
• www.carm.org/lostbooks.htm
• w w w. h a c k w r i t e r s . c o m / l o s t books2.htm
•www.kingjamesversionofthebible.
com/the-lost-book-of-enoch.html
• w w w. e n o t a l o n e . c o m / b o o k s /
0517277956.html
• w w w. s e e k e r b o o k s . c o m / p ro d /
9780517277959/
• www.gotquestions.org/lost-booksBible.html

Judaism is in THE HOUSE

The place where you can
go to connect Jewishly

by Shlomo Kapustin

Entering The House for the first
time, you are struck by the sheer
bachelor paddish-ness of it all: Ikea
chic; kitchen, den and dining room
sharing one open space; familiar
comfy mess. Until, that is, you discern that the groovy reggae piping
over the speakers isn’t some Queen
Street West hipster’s idea of “keeping it real.” No, it’s Matisyahu, the
Hassidic reggae singer and current
it-boy of Jewish cool.
You then step closer to the sofa
“pit” and notice that the coffee table
is littered not with the latest issue of
Sports Illustrated or Maxim, nor with
Nietzsche’s musings, but with
Genesis and the Big Bang–an attempt
to reconcile Jewish tradition with the
science of creation - and Rabbi
Shmuley Boteach’s (yes, he of Kosher
Sex fame) Dating Secrets of the Ten
Commandments.
Have I finally entered the Bizzaro
World, you ask?
You’re at Rabbi Rafi Lipner’s The
House, a two-year-old educational
venture located above a store near
Eglinton Avenue and Avenue Road,
in Toronto.
The majority of their events are
classes on a range of Jewish topics, given either by Rabbi Lipner
himself, by guest speakers from
Toronto, or other places the
world over. Rabbi Akiva Tatz had
come–the South African-born,
Jerusalem-based lecturer on
Jewish
thought–drawing
75
young men and women to The
House at 10:30 on a Saturday
night, for a talk dealing with mysticism and relationships.
The House has limited capacity; 75
represents its upper limit. Off-site,
though, 300 people once attended a
House-sponsored concert by Reva
L’Sheva – a popular Jewish folk-rock
band - at a Toronto club.
Over the course of a week, about 50
students typically walk through the
door. There are regular classes on
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,

and one-off events on weekends.
It’s an interesting title, huh – The
House? According to Lipner, though,
the title is no accident. “It’s supposed
to be a place that is real … of Jewish
thought and experience … of serious
thought and education.” The goal is
to present Judaism as a part of daily
life; not as a contrived add-on to its
complicated maze.
At the same, time, Lipner adds, “we
want that people should feel free
enough and open enough to say anything.” It should be a place where
“people will learn and grow… we
always say that we only hope that
you walk out a little more than you
walked in.”
It’s a soft sell, this House. There’s
no apparent agenda at play. “Just
about nothing costs people
money,” says Lipner. “We wouldn’t
want five people not to come that
would have come.”
There’s one troubling question,
however: Who in their right mind
gives up a nice juicy Saturday night,
or even forego a particularly appetizing night of television vegging,
for an evening of intellectual and
personal growth – even with the
friendly and dynamic Rabbi Rafi at
the helm?
The answer speaks to the core of
what The House is all about. It targets ages 17 to 24, at which students begin to think seriously
about life and its meaning. For
those who are not part of any
group yet in Grade 12, Lipner
says, The House is an exceptional
outlet. And during the university
years, he continues, “people can
get lost in the sea” – especially
Jewishly.
There is, of course, socializing, but
Lipner says, “it doesn’t feel like a
meat market.”
This is an accessible brand of
Judaism, with its contemporary
packaging: both its web address checkoutthehouse.com -and a slogan - “raising the roof of Jewish
experience.”
The last word should perhaps go

to a House class attendee, Zack,
who contributed the following via email: “The experience changed my
entire perspective of the ‘the

Jewish thing’ … I will remember the
times I reflected, chilled, learned,
reminisced and overall cared for
nothing but enhancing myself.” AW
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DEBUNKING myths about the
JEWISH WORLDWIDE CONSPIRACY
by David Krantz

that are going on the world right now?

This may come as a surprise to the
folks at Pepsi, but there’s a rumor
that 35 cents of every can sold in the
world goes to the state of Israel. And
the Pepsi brass also may not know
that, according to the rumor, Pepsi is
merely an acronym for Pay Every
Penny to Support Israel.
Filmmaker Marc Levin traces the
Pepsi myth, and other fallacious
notions of Jewish supremacy, back to
one source: The Protocols of the
Elders of Zion.
Conceived in the late 19th century
by the Czarist secret police in Russia,
“The Protocols of the Elders of Zion”
claims that a small group of Jews
seeks control over the entire world.
Although widely debunked as a hoax,
the Protocols remain popular, even in
the United States, and they’ve been
cited by organizations such as the
Anti-Defamation League as the cause
of much anti-Semitism and violence
over the last century.
Levin’s latest film, “Protocols of Zion,”
addresses the fictional “Protocols” and
its effects that even reached to the terrorist attacks of 9/11, when false rumors
spread that no Jews died at the World
Trade Center.
I spoke with Levin as he was
preparing for his film’s cable-television debut.

DK: One of the people you interviewed for the film says: “You’ve gotta
understand something: This is
Jewmerica.” While obviously this isn’t
a Jewish country in terms of population, does he have a valid point in
terms of cultural influence?
ML: No. I mean, the Jews have had
an amazing experience in America. It’s
probably the most incredible age in
Jewish history, in terms of freedom.
Maybe the Jews are a kind of model
about how one can take an ethnic
identity and integrate it, but the idea
of Jewmerica? That’s a joke. If you’re
going to start at who controls
America, look at the WASPs. The
Rockefellers, the Bushes. Just look at
who controls the media -- from Rupert
Murdoch to Sony to Bertelsmann.
Look at the port scandal -- now we
find out that the Chinese own ports. I
reject the idea of Jewmerica.

DAVID KRANTZ: How did you
approach making this film?
MARC LEVIN: I thought, if I could
just withstand the initial hate, then
maybe I could find something deeper.
If we can talk about sports, if we can
talk about fashion, then why can’t we
talk about religion, hate -- the things

DK: What can a Jew, particularly
someone on a college campus, say
when confronted with the Protocols
and accusations of trying to take over
the world?
ML: What I would say is, if you’ve
got 12 Jews who run the world,
believe me, within the first day
there’s going to be an argument.
You read the Protocols and it’s the
most non-Jewish in its style. Jews
need to find a way to be on the forefront, to find a way to represent
social justice, tikun olam -- make
this world a better place -- and if
you want to call that a conspiracy,
then so be it. Let’s all join in to make
the world a better place.

DK: Is there
a solution? Or
are we a forever-cursed people?
ML: Anyone
who reads the
history,
you
can’t help but
feel two things:
One, that the
Holocaust was
inevitable, and
two, that we of
these post-war
generations
have this special obligation.
We have a
responsibility
to both keep
this tradition
and find a way
so that it’s not
just never again
for Jews, but it
means no genocide, period.
We have to be a
force to move
the
world.
That’s what’s
meant by the
“Chosen People,” It’s not that we’re
better or that we run the world. We
feel a responsibility because of our
unique history. “Chosen” means chosen to help make this a better world - it’s everyone’s job but it s part of
our tradition. AW

“Protocols of Zion” is scheduled to air
on Cinemax at 7 p.m. Eastern time on
April 11.

Websites of interest:
• thinkfilm.blogs.com/protocols
_of_zion/
• w w w. t h i n k f i l m c o m p a n y. c o m /
films/zion/
• www.protocolsofzionmovie.com/
AW

David Krantz is a freelance journalist
based in New Jersey and California.
His work has been published by the
Associated Press, The Jerusalem Post
and the Burlington (Vt.) Free Press.
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Great Opportunity to Market Rapidly Expanding National Newspaper. Afterword, Canada's national newspaper
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FESTIVE CROSSWORD

SODOKU
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A quiz brought to you by Tracy Cohen
(yes, that is my real name)

For some reason Jewish names aren’t considered “cool” by
the entertainment elite. Sure, you want your taxes done by Robert
Zimmerman, but would you want to buy his album? Not so much.
But, Bob Dylan, now that’s a name I’d spend 15 bucks on a CD for.
Jewish celebrities have been changing their names to hide their
ethnicity for decades and decades…probably from the advice of
their equally Jewish agents. Would the French love Jerry Lewis any
less if they found out his name was Joseph Levitch?
Right or wrong, here’s a quiz with the real names of ten celebrities who felt the need to change their names and mask their
Judaism for showbiz's sake.
1. Allen Koningsberg loves Annie:
A) Steve Allen
B) Woody Allen
C) Albert Finney
D) Al Brooks

(Winona Ryder)

7.

(Larry King)

6.

(Dear Abby)

5.

(Gene Simmons)

4.

(Natalie Portman)

3.

(Ralph Lauren)

2.

(Woody Allen)

1.

ANSWERS:

1-2 White bread with
3-4 Piece of gefilte fish
and sour cream
5-6 A latke platter, applesauce
kugel
and lox, with a side of
7-8 Bagel, a bissel shmear,
Nice going!
9-10 A full Kiddush spread.
HOW’D I SCORE?
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(Jason Alexander)

7. Little Miss Horowitz was always stealing hearts.
A) Winona Ryder
B) Minnie Driver
C) Gwyneth Paltrow
D) Sarah Jessica Parker

8.

mayonnaise

6. Lawrence Zeiger knows how to talk the talk.
A) Phil Donahue
B) Jerry Springer
C) Larry King
D) Howard Stern

(Estee Lauder)

5. You could always go to Pauline Friedman for advice.
A) Dr. Ruth
B) Dear Abby
C) Sue Johansson
D) Anne Landers

10. Erich Weiss could always break himself out of any
sticky situation.
A) David Copperfield
B) David Blaine
C) Harry Houdini
D) Penn Jillette

(Harry Houdini)

4. Little Chaim Witz must have had quite the shocking bar mitzvah.
A) Ozzy Osbourne
B) Marilyn Manson
C) Gene Simmons
D) Kid Rock

9. Nobody knows make-up like Josephine Mentzer.
A) Coco Chanel
B) Laura Mercier
C) Estee Lauder
D) Jan Mendeur

9.

3. This sexy Hollywood starlet saw nothing sexy about her real last
name, Herschlag.
A) Natalie Portman
B) Scarlett Johansson
C) Sienna Miller
D) Rachel McAdams

8. It’s too bad Jay Greenspan hasn’t had much luck since
his successful sitcom went off the air.
A) Matthew Perry
B) Jason Alexander
C) Ted Danson
D) Jason Bateman

10.

2. Would you pay a hundred bucks for a sweater with "Lipshitz," this
famous designer's real last name, on the label?
A) Tommy Hilfiger
B) Calvin Klein
C) Ralph Lauren
D) Isaac Mizrachi
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